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Statement of the problem
The Vistting Nurse ASBociati.on of Indianapolis, formerly
the public Health Nursing Association of Indianapolis, is a non-
official community agency in :Marion County. It was incorporated
January 11, 1913. According to its constitution, it was organized
to "provide graduate registered nurses to teach needy individuals
and the general public hygiene, cleanliness, and the proper care of
the sick; to prevent disease; and to render such aid as may from
1time to time be proper ,II rrhisorganization has provided nurs ing
care in homes, in clinics, in industries, and in other situations
outside the hospitals since its beginning. Since 1921 it also has
provided field experience for student nurses from basic schools of
nursing and since 1937, for students from Indiana University,
Division of Nursing Education. The purpose of this paper is to
present an historical account of the activities of the Visiting
Nurse Association from 1913 through 1959·
lpub1ic Health Nursin& Association of Indianapolis, Second
and rrhird Annual ~epOr~:-!9J:E~~ 1915 (Indianapolis: By the associa-
tion, 19l6T;-p.27.
2Significance of the problem
The Board of Directors of the Visiting Nurse Association
has felt the need ot a review of the nursing services as it approach-
ed fifty years of service to the community. An understanding of the
problems solved while giving care in the past may provide a guide
for current administrators to plan for service in the future. Since
only about fifty per cent of the financial support for 'theAssocia-
tion comes from the United Fund1 special significance has been attach-
ed to its relationship with other community agencies. The teaching of
public health principles and the evaluation of the stUdent practition-
er, formerly the prerogative of the vis1ting nurse agency, has gradually
become the responsibility of the school for nursing and 1ts faculty.
Schools of nursing, that need to use agencies away from their own
campus for clinical experience in public health nursing, are interest-
ed in the ways a service centered program can become an education
experience for their students, without jeopardizing either the learning
activities of the student, or the qua1.ity of service provided the
pa'tient. The review 01' the stUdent program should be valuable to
schools of nursing that plan to expandthe1r programs to meet
colleg:i.e.te status.
A history of the Visiting Nurse Association of Indianapolis
should be valuable to the agency as a basis for evaluating the
growbh and development of its service. Uni't,ed Fund sUpporters s as
well as contributors to other voluntary agencies, could use the
material to increase their understanding of the scope of services
tbeir donations have provided" and to demonstrate the 1nterrela'ted-
ness of agencies that are concerned wit:.hthe health and welf'are of
the people in Marion County. As far aa can be determined, no history
of the Visiting Nurse Association has been written.
Source of data
Annual reports, nursing service reports, minutes of the
Bo&x'd 01" Director! 13 meetings, and m:i.nutesof various committee
meetings ot the Visiting Nurse Association for each year from 1913
through 1959; and student records from 1921 through 1959 were the
primary d.ocuments used to deve~op this proJect. This material has
been stored in the offices of the Vis1liing Nurse Assoc1at1cmJ the
Boa.rd has given Written permission to uae it for 'ch1s study. Since
1930, the E~eeutive Board and the Nur.Lng Service Committee have
met at regular intervals and kept minub@llil of thediscuss:Lons and
decis:Lons. FrioI' to 1930, some minutes were kept; however, it was
difficult to discern a regular pattern for these meetingsl with the
excep·tion that each cOlDmittee included a dercailed repor'~ of its
activities once each ~ear tor the Annual Board Meeting. Speeches
made by 'board members to various groups, as well as playlets and
skite about the nursing service, had been inserted into the minutes.
Names of organizations and persona Were used freely. Of the nearly
twenty-five hundred stUdent recorda that had been filed, nine hundred
4and sixty-five were investigated thoroughly. A summary of the
nursing service given by each student, while she was in the agency,
had been filed with her record.
Method of study
A survey of related literature was made. Valuable material
was found in Dr. Allen's History of Nursing in Indlanat in The
Hoosier Health Officer, ~ Biography written by Dr. Rice about Dr.
Hurty; in!!:.History of the ~~ University Training School for
4Nurses by Dorcas Rock: and in a partially published Master's
thesis "History of Indiana state Nurses Association" from The Indiana
5
Nurse by Mary M. Schroder.
of chronic care given by the
TWo unpublished manuscripts, one a st.Udy
6
Visiting Nurse Association, and the other ,
2Dotaline E. Allen, History of Nursing in Indiana (Indiana-
polis: Wolfe Publishing Col, 1950), 122 pp.
3Thurman B. Rice, "History of public Health Nursing in
Indiana II The Hoosier Health Offlcer, A Biography of Dr. J. N., _- __ -_. . - _. -- - -Hurty and The Ris-tory of the rnd~ana State Board of Health to1925. A collection of articles previously published in -the--
Monthly Bulletin of ~ Indiana state Boa;r~ of Hea1~, (Ind--
ianapolis: by Indiana state Board of Health, n.d.), pp , 297-300.
4Dorcas Irene Rock, ~ History of the Indiana UniversHy
Training School for Nurses ~.!: 1914-1946 (Bloomington: Indiana
University, 195~138 pp.
5Mary M. Schroder, "History of ISNA," The Indiana Nurse,
XXIII (July, 1959), p. 4.
6Margaret F. Anderson, e~ al., Characteristics of 14~
patients with Long rr~ Illnes~es ~ Care ~;r !~!,Vi~iting Nurse
ASSOCiatioi1"oflnd1'anape!!! \'l?J.:l! Ylas,te~!.na.ted B.el;;w~enJanuary.!
and June 30,1952 (unpublished Master s TheB~8,D~vis~on of Social
Service, rndianauniversHY, 1953), 82 pp ,
5a collection of plays and activities, collected by Marietta F. Hahn
r(
for the Silver Anniversary of the PUblic Health Association , were
sources that contributed information about the Agency.
The data were collected and organized chronologically Lrrt,o
three major areas: nursing service, educational program, and r-e.Ia.t.Lon-
ships to other community agencies. Annual reports, minutes of the
Board and Coromittee meetings, and nursing service r-epor-cs provided
data for each area; however, student records produced much of the
data used for 'the discussion of the educational program. These
records had been stored alphabetically for the entire period, from
1921 to 1959, except for some of the records of students in 1959.
Of an estimated twenty-five hundred records in the file, nine hundred
and sixty ..five were reviewed. Each of the first four hundred records
in the file was studied; then, since each year between 1921 and 1959
was represented, and since the information obtained seemed to vary
litt.le, if any, during a calendar year, every fifth record was ex-
.n d However', the summary of each record from 1921 through 1925aml. e .
was carefully read and included in the tabulation of information.
7lVlarie-ttaF. Hahn, plays and Days (An unpublished collection
of skits, plays, and discriptions of a visiting nurse's "day".
Indianapolis: Visiting Nurse Association, 1938), Not paginated.
6Limitation of the problem
First, an effort has been made to review the documents and
reports in terms of what bas happened, with no attempt to evaluate
the service, to predict the future, or to identify trends in public
health nursing. Second, there has been a geographical limitation·,
the agency does not provide service outside Marion County. And third,
since students spent only six to nine weeks, of their total three year
training period, in the field of public health nursing, only a small
part of the total educational program for any specific student nurse
has been investigated. Many community organizations have had con-
tact with the Visiting Nurse Association; however, only those which
seemed to directly affect the solution. of nursing service problems
have been mentioned. This history attempts to portray, in a compre-
hensive rather than an exhaustive approach, the activities of the
public Health Nursing Association, from its incorporation in 1913
through 1959.
Definition of terms
The tel~S, Visiting Nurse Association, Public Health Nursing
Association, and Agency have been used interchangeably to indicate
the organization now incorporated as the Visiting Nurse Association
of Indianapolis. When abbreviations have been used, the full title
has been written in the initial reference in the text. The expressions,
1public health nursing, nursing servicel and service have each been
used to indicate the special kind of work performed by registered
Public health nursing is a field of specializa-
tion within both professional nursing and the broad
area of organized public health practice. It uti-
lizes the philosophy, content, and methods of pub-
lic health and the knowledges and skills of pro-
fessional nursing. It is responsible for the
proviSion of nursing service on a family basis
for individuals and groups, at home, at work, at
school, and in public health centers. public
health nursing interweaves its services with
those of other health and allied workers, and
participates in the planning ~nd implementation
of community health programs.
nurSes in the community. The following definition, approved by the
National League for Nursing, has been used throughout the paper to
define nursing service.
8Department of public Health Nursing, National League for
Nursing, "The NLN Convention: Department of Public Health Nursing,"
Nursing Outlook, VII (June, 1959), p. 351.
CHAPl'ER II
PRE-CHARrER AGTIVITIES
Moat of the recorded pre-charter activities that led to
the formal organization of the P~blic Health Nursing Association
in 1913 included the name of Abbie Hunt Bryce. The first visiting
nurses in Indianapolis who were known to have had any training were
three students from the Flower Mission Training School during the
years 1884 to 1887. It has been established by Dr. Allen that the
first training school for nurses in Indiana was established at the
9Indianapolis Flower Mission in 1883. In 1884 Abbie Hunt became
the first director of the Flower Mission Training School.
Miss Hunt was influential 1n several areas of nursing
10service and education in the Indianapolis area. Born near
Cincinnati, Ohio 1n 1850, her interest in nursing was aroused
during the Civil War. She graduated from the Bellevue Training
School for Nurses in 1881, only seven years after its founding. Mary
M. Roberts in her book American Nursing, History and Interpretation
9Allen, op. cit., p. 45.
lOMrs. William W. Thornton, ~ History £! the public Health
Nursing Association, n.d. This short undated history had been in-
serted in front of the minutes of the Agency for 1930. Most of the
material for this chapter has been taken from this article.
9stated that Bellevue "was the first to introduce the Nightingale
principles of nursing education in this county •••• With them came
11the dawn of:modern nursing in the United states." Prior to her
work at the Flower Mission Training School, now the Marion County
General Hospital School of Nursing, Miss Hunt had organized a train-
ing school at City Hospital in st. Louis. In 1887, when Abbie Hunt
married Peter F. Bryce, Chairman of the Hospital Board of the Indiana-
polis City Hospital, she resigned as director of:the Flower Mission
12Training School.
In 1890 the Fresh Air MiBsion, a voluntary organization,
dedicated to providing fresh outdoor air for the poor and sick
children from slum areas; had a shelter house for sick babies. Two
untrained nurses were employed to make visits into the homes of the
children receiving care at the shelter house. In 1893, the Flower
Mission supported the first graduate visiting nurse, Miss Mae Currie,
who served the west side of Indianapolis from 1893 through 1896. The
Flower Mission ladies lost their money in the Haughey bank failure
incident, and were unable to continue to pay the salary of their
11Mary M. Roberts, American Nursing History and Interpreta-
tion (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1954), p , 12-.-
12public Health Nursing Association of Indianapolis, For
the Years 1927-1928, 1928-1929 (Indianapolis: By the aSSOCiation,1930), p , -r.- - ----
10
13nurse. There was no record found, however, indicating an organized
visiting nurse program before 1908.
During this year of 1908; in order to teach mothers, whose
children needed milk, the fundamentals of health and nutrition, the
Children'S Aid Association employed four nurses to work with the
families of cM.ldren who received milk from the Pure Milk Stations.
No records were found that indicated the exact purpose of the stations,
01' the natul'e of the work performed by the nurses. In ·1914." the last;
year tha Children'S Association employed their own nurses, five nurses
were visiting in homes; during 1912 and 1913, as many as siX nurses at
a time had been employed.
At a.bout the same time, from 1908 to 1914., the Chril!Jtamore
Settlement, a social service center that helped immigrants and mi-
grants adjust to urban culture, employed a nurse who had graduated
from 'I:;heFlowel' Mission Training School. She was assigned to visit
families, knoW to the Christamore Settlement social worker through
tlleir activities at the center, to teach maternity care, and to
aseis'c with o'liherhealth problems. Christamore Sett1emen'h discontinued
the visiting nuree program in 1914 beoause or a lack of funds.
1~10wer Mission society was a group of women who began their
char:Lties by takins flowers and jellY,to the sick. Their concern f'or
'lihesick then led to the development of the hospital and later the
school of nursing. ThiS organization bad their savings in the Indiana-
polis National :Bank which, accordlng to Dunn in his History ~ Grea:lier
Indianapolis tailed, in 1895, due to the unwise 1nvestment~ made by
Theodore 1'. Haughey, president of' ·the bank.
11
A third organization using a public health nurse during
the first decade of the twentieth cen'tury was 'the City Dispensary.
A clinic-like arrangement for the poor of Indianapolis, the City
Dispensary was administered by the Indiana University Medical
College from 1909 through 1911. The doctors in charge of this
dispensary recognized that many of the problems of their patients
were nurSing problems; consequently a graduate nurse was employed
to visit 1n the community and to help with the work of the dispen-
sary. This nursing service was 1n't:.erruptedby the death, in 1911,
of Dr. Roscoe H. Ritter, clinical instructor of medicine at the
college.
As early as 1910 the Marion County Nurses' Association
tried to develop an organization of visiting nurses tllat would meet
the requirements set up by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.
This plan" discussed in more detail in another chap'tel',began in 1909"
throughout the United states, to provide nursing service to policy
holders, for the maternity patient and the acutely ill person, in
his home. One of the l'equirelllents,wben nursing service was purchased
from a local agency, was that the superintendent be a graduate nurse.
Community leaders objected to this provision, consequently a visi'ljing
nurse program in Indianapolis was delayed.
Mrs- Peter Bryce (Abbie Hunt) became active 1n the Woman's
Department Club in 1912. She chose the Home Department as her area
12
of interest. In October, the same year, the Marion County Graduate
Nurses Association paid the salary for one month for Miss Belle
Emden who was employed as a visiting nurse for the Indiana Univer-
14sity Medical School. The Home Department and the Social Wel-
fare Department of the woman's Department Club then shared her
salary for the next eleven months, until October 1, 1913.
MrS. w. w. Thornton, an early historian for the Public
Health Nursing Association, Buccinctly expressed the culmination
of nearly thirty years of groundwork for a visiting nurse associa-
tion in Indianapolis when she wrote:
In December 1912, an evening meeting was
held at the Chamber of Commerce for the purpose
of incorporating a public Health Nursing Associa-
tion. Mr. Alex G. Cavins presided. Sixty or
seventy people were present. Several persons
were called to express their views as to the
advantages of such an organization. Mrs. Peter
Bryce, Mr. Grune, Mrs. Geddes, Miss Edna Henry,
Mrs. V. H. Lockwood and others discussed the
matter from various pOints of view. Finally,
Mr. Wm. W. Thornton made a motion that a com-
mittee be apPOinted by the chair, with power
to draw up a constitution. This was seconded
and carried. January 4, 1913, Incorporation
papers were iSSUid to the public Health Nurs-
ing Association. 5
14Thornton, OPe cit. MiSS Belle Emden was a graduate of
the Flower Mission Training School.
15Thornton OPe cit. Not paginated.,- -
13
In an early Annual Report of 'tbe PUblic Health Nursing
Association an entire page was devoted to the following notation:
Incorpora'ted January 4, 1913.
Incorporators-Officers of Marion County Nurses' Association
as follows:
Mrs. Abbie Hunt Bryce
Mis s Ella Hand
Miss Annabelle petgrson
Miss Edith Baynesl
Very little could be learned about any of these women or about the
Marion County Nurses' Association. Annabelle Peterson was a graduate
nurse, whose last position was that of'national director of the Ameri-
can Red Cross. Mrs. Abbie Hunt Bryce, alao a graduate nurse, after
her marriage to a prominent business ~anJ in 1897, became an active
club woman. No material could be found that identified Miss Ella
Hand or Miss Edith Baynes.
The executive secretary of the Indiana State Nurses' ASBocia-
tion, District number five, (the Marion County area), suggested that
the Marion county Nurses' Association may have been a group of regis-
tered nurses who had gz-aduated from schools outside of Indiana. In
tbe early years of the American Nurses Association, membership was
held through the alumnae association of the nurse's training scbool,
16 Public Health Nursing Assoc:iation of Indianapolis, Second
and Third Annual Report - 1914 and 1915 (Indianapolis: By the .
association, 1916), p . 2. -- -- -
14
rather than through the district organization, to assure the l.imita-
tion of membership to graduate nurses. Since Mrs. Bryce was known
to have graduated from Bellevue, in New York, it seemed possible she
would have been active in a club of nurses who had graduated from
schools of nursing located in some state other than Indiana. No
documents were found to give absolute proof to this conjecture.
CHAPTER III
NURSING SERVICES
The kinds of nursing services that have been provided to
families in Marion County by Visiting Nurse Association have varied
fram inspections of sanitary conditions to the complicated bedside
care of patients with an acute illness. Though the emphasis on
different services has not been the same throughout the years, the
problem of financing the service has constantly been a major con-
cern. Shortage of qualified personnel has been another deterrent
for providing certain services. These problems and their solution,
as they have related to nursing services, are to be discussed in
the three parts of this chapter.
The problems in the early years, from 1913 to 1920, related
to acquiring a qualified staff and to developing an established role
in the community. The middle years, from 1921 through 1950, in-
cluded the depression and World War II. The recent years, from
1951 through 1959, have been years of adjusting from an agency
accustomed to the support of a large insurance company, to a
voluntary agency entirely dependent on community resources for
providing nursing services to the patient and his family in the
home.
16
The activities of the first yea.r 'were not minutel.y docu~
mented. In the :first annual report it wa.s implied that Miss Belle
Emden, who had been employ~Q by the Indiana University Medical
School" as a vis1'ting nurse on October 1., J.9112.. became the f1rst
nurae for the pub~ic Hea~th Nursing Association. The current
"Mt:ul.ual for Board Members of tl:1eV;Ls1t1ng NIll'lll0 Assoc1mt1oIl*' lists
Miss Emden as the first executive director, E1erving as adm1nil.iltra~
tor unt:1.l.lS~J.l~wlJ,enM:Lss Wil.helmson was employed. (see Appendix
for listing or dir~etor~)i i"wev~rjminutes Qr the ~oard 1nd1Gated
that the maJor nursing service problem 1n 1913 was the need for &.
~hree n~ge~ be~:1.deoMise Emden had been employed in 1913.
The salary of one, MiEU!lM@llie F Ii G:elory, was fUIIUIDeQ by the l?llbJ.1G
Hellth NUJ,·s;Lnl!\ Assoc1ation• Ano'chsr I Mrs. Jesa:Le Furman, eaJ.1ea
the "f:1.rlil't. d:1.s'br1et nuroe", was aSllIisned to the Flannel' Guild Dis-
trict; her salary furnished throutlh th0 Agency by 'tihe Cb.r;tst;Lln
School. gt Mil1Js;LQns in Irvington. Al.Il.IO, early :!.n February o~ 1913,
Dr. J. H. Ford, pre!lf:Lden't,aJ: the CH,y Health Board, permitted
a nurse to be p1s.ced in the sohool!:! 18 In xpe:r1metrb. M;}'U »IJ.811)
p@JllcC)~k,I gra(1uate ot the Deaconess Hospital. Training School."
undertook th1~ work. Her llIa~ry wa@ paid by the Home Department
17
of Schools 45 and 60. Since school nursing became a part of the
work of' the City Health Board in 1914, her work has been credited
with convincing the Board of Health and school off1,cials of the
value of a nurse in the schools.l7
A su.perintendent of nurses had been employed by the Public
Health Nursing Association; and, the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company began to transfer the:i.,rcases, in accordance with their
national policy of' purchasing nursing service from a local agency,
in August of 1914. During this month sixty-two cases were trans-
ferred and one hundred and fifty-two new cases were reported by
the agents for the company. The nurses made seven hundred and
ninety-six visits to these two hundred and fourteen policy holders.
Almost seven-eights of the case load in August of 1914 was provided
by these insurance company referrals since the total number of
visi'ts was eight hundred and sixty-seven. This was the beginning
of a relationship that lasted until 1952, when the Metropolitan
Insurance Company stopped paying tor nursing service not inclUded
in the contract with the policy holder.
Nursing service was given to many nationalities during
this period. In the minutes of the Board at its Annual Meeting
17pUblic: Health Nursing Asaocia'tion of Indianapolis,
Second and Third Annual Report ..l914 and 1915(Indianapolis:
By the association, 1916), p. 2:--- --- ----
18
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Chronic 232Heart and kidney 138
Carcinoma 41
ParalYrfli8 38Sen111ty 1;




















"t,here were fourteen nat:Lona~it:Les l:Lsted among the recipients
of' care. Irish, German, RUelm1an,and Italian were the mQlirt tre ..
Quent lansuases encountered. Teaching heal:th proceaurea llad to
'be done 'by aemonstration since verbal communication was :impossible.
ported that hourly nursing had 'been provided for every cla~s,
IIfrom the AllisillitantSuperintendent of a large department store
to the poo:reel'l~colored. WOltlJAtlwith:Ln ou: bOllndar1es 8 ';Chis wou.ld
have been impossible 1n some cities, and ••• in th:ls respect
~na:lanapol:ls has an opportunity peculiar to no other city of
its size. "18
A copy of a report of vis1tB,mQd~ by the FUb11c Health
NU.:r1il111iAssociation Staff, in Table l, ",howe the major ca'tegor:lelll
of dieeaeee cared for in the home during 1918. The large number
1tl the recerca I was indicative of the epidemic. Neither 't;u'bercu~
loaie nor typhoid were listed in the contagion column. Several
Annual Reports, in the descr1ptlon ot servlceliiJ1mentioned that
contailou6 diseases were no't accepted; however, tuberculosis baa
'been routinely listed as a respiratory condition.
18From Laura Wilhel.mson' III repQr't attached to the Executive
Board Mee'cing minutes :for December, 1914.
20
TABLE II
NUMBER OF VISITS MADE AND CASES CARRIED
BY pHNAN NURSES, 1913-1920
: '1'(;r'-a1 Total Number Number
Year number · Il\Ullber negroe foreign•visits eases patients patients
1913 a a e. e.
1914 5,560 1,,040 a a
1915 11,,336 2,665 876 • a1916 16,,649 2fJ796
•995 · 130
22,86~ 1,169 ·1917 • 3,73° 220•
1918 271613 51227 a a
1919 2;,205 6,431
. a.. a
1920 36,661 6,110 2..271 141
aNo record was located S1v1uij 1n!onnation in these cateior1es.
bA influenza epidemic occurred in 1918.
This period from 1913 through 1920 was one of rapid ex~
pans:i.on.The s"tiabiliZing force was the Elupport of the Metropolitan
Life Insurance company torough the transfer of their old cases, and
the referral of new caeea, to the public Health Nursing Association.
When this occurred nurses previOUSly employed by the insurance com ..
pany'Wer(l! given 'the opportunity to come under the supervision of the
public Health Nursing IlJl1perin"cendent. Four nurfiJes agreed to this
arrangement. Metropolitan had also set up stludQrdl\i of SE1:rv:Lce,
methods of keep:Lng records, and insistence on a.cost-per-visit
fee that contributed "to a strong visiting nurse association. Table II
ahowe a portion of this growth. If).no other f1v year per:lod Since its
b~g1nning bam the Ajency more than qua.drupled the number of its service
calls, as it did in the period from 1.914through 1918.
21
The middle years, 1921-1950
1921-1930
By 1921 the Public Health Nursing Association bad become
IlLpart of' the communit1. Along with other organizations that em-
ployed nurses, it needed "nurses who could give :1.ntelligent care
to their patients ••• who could also hel~ to teach patients and
their families not only how to tollow 1nst~ction8 but why they
should do 80...19 These were the years tllat collaboration with
other agencie~ became the accepted practice. The Public Health
Nursing Association began taking studentlilin 1921. The student
program will be discussed in detail in 6I.no'tl:lerchapter. Metro-
politan Life Insurance continued to lead in the number of referrals
20
as well as in Betting standards for nUriilJi care. Table III
shows the development of the total Durs:l.lIgservice from. 1920
through 1959. The changes in therapeutic and maternity nursing
visits, and the increase in the staff required to meet these
chansea fiJIan1ces have also been indica ted.
During 1921 there was an inereaf)ed emphaais on hourly
nursing. Fees were collected in three categories. No fee ~aE!
collected for service from the pat1etlt Who could not afford to
20Alma Haupt, "Forty Years of Teamwork 1,nPUb11,c Health
Nurs ing", American Joul'na1 of Nurs ing I 53:81-84, January, 1953.
TABLE III
DEVELOPMENT OF SERVICE AND STAFF'
FROM 1920-1959
Year 1920 19.30 1940 1950 1959
Number of
nurses 21 29 33 . 30 30.
Number of
patients 6.!;431 101232 12,540 10,155 4z6l7
Number of
maternity and
newborn visits 16zl72 45,!467 321,204 25,081 6,.286Therapeutic
visits 20,!489 25z363 25 £208 20,714 24,975Health
guidance ..
visits Unknown: 6z739 3z639 5,190 41.119Total ..
visits 36,661 : 77z469 61l05l 51.£785 38z534
pay; partial fees were paid by the family who could not pay the full
cost; and, the full amount was collected from the family who could
afford the fee of one dollar for the first hour and fifty cents for
the second hour. Industrial work was started this year and developed
another kind of full fee visit. Factory managers would telephone the
public Health Nursing Association when employees were absent, due to
illness, and a visiting nurse would call on the family to give care
in accordance with the policies of the agency. Diamond Chain was one
of the first companies to use this service, paid for by the industry
requesting the visit.
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Child.ren's Aid Association worked out an agreement tor
their nurses to work under the supervision of Pu:bl.:l.cHealth Nurs-
ing Af3li.1oc::Lat1onlauperintendent in Baby Health Clinics. Seven
nurses began within the framework of this arrans;ement 1n May of
1921. The copy of the agreement with the Chi1dren'a Aid A~eocia-
'Cionwall.l the firlilt agreement or plan of working together with
another agency for service to tam111ea who needed the services
of several organizations.
staff nurses went direc'!:;ly t.o the hOllle;;l01' their patoients
by etreet car. ~heir districts were compact areas; and they walked
from case to case. The working day wam from 8 A,M. to 5 P.M. Some
time during the morning, and again at noon." each 1'l.urlilecalJ.ed the
supervisor to learn if any special work was needed in her area.
Each evening each nurse came to tbe offiCE! to recora ber work for
the day, to f111 her "bag" w1.th the supplies she wou1d need, and
to prepare for her wo:t'ltthe next day. Walking in the area gave
the nurse an opportunity to become aware of many unsanitary con-
d:Lt:Lonllh
Nurses found outdoor toilets less 'I;han three feet from
shal10w wekla that were the source of drinking water. Rats were
numeroUS in many a.reas, especially around K1D.i€mI til packing plant_
Babies were found w1tb their fingers bitten off by rats that were
Eleen pJ.aying in their cribs. S"t;6l.bl.esand chicken houses were often
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sbared as a play yard tor neighborhood children. Since the public
Health Nursing Association was the only organized body able to col-
lect data, statistics on a thousand cases of poor sanitation were
presented to the City Health Department in 1921.
In this same year Miss Edna Hamilton reported to the Board
of Directors that the Agency had furnished two nurses at the Gypsy
Smith meetings who cared for over sixty patients, including a paraly-
sis case, an epileptiC, and other more or less serious complaints.
The budget tor 1922 included $125 for an interpreter and
Foreign House physician. The Foreign House was located on west
Pearl Street near Kingan'S. Many of the fathers of families, re-
ferred from this settlement, worked in the packing bouse. There
was a note in the minutes that Kingan'S helped with the program;
but, the nature of the help was not described. With a physician
to examine the children of :foreign-born parents in the presence of
a public Health Nursing Association nurse who could "gather up her
interpreter" and make a productive educational visit, one of the
major problems of providing nursing service for this district was
being solved.
Education for nurses, as opposed to the training of nurses,
made in-service education imperative. Meetings were held once each
week in the Teaching Centre for the entire s'taff. No minutes or
agendas of these meetings were found. More than in-service education
----~~~.~-~~------ -- -- ---- -_.--
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was needed for certain staff members if the pattern of collaboration
with other agencies was to be maintained. Consequently, in a resolu-
tion adopted at the Annual Meeting in January, 1922, a fund called
the Abbie Hunt Bryce Fund was initiated. It was stated that the
nucleus of this fund should be wsecurities, now in the possession
of the Public Health Nursing Association, that were purchased from
various donations, to be used for special purposes and as scholar-
,,21ships for nurses •••• Since this time Flower Memorials, usually
money given to Visiting Nurse Association in memory of someone who
had died, have become a part of this fund. A description of the
amount and kinds of educational activities provided to staff nurses
through the Abbie Hunt Bryce Fund are beyond the scope of this study.
Early in 1923, the American Red Cross added four nurses to
the Public Health Nursing Association staff, for a period of six
weeks, to meet the increased service needs caused by a "Flu" epi-
demic. These nurses made eight hundred and sixty-four Visits.
There was no indication whether the nursing services given by the
American Red Cross nurseS were limited to the patients with 1n-
fluenza, or if they were absorbed into the general pattern so that
each nurse had relief. Working with these nurses, as well as with
the orthopedic nurses, was a volunteer motor corp organized by a
special committee of Board members.
21public Health Nursing Association of Indianapolis, Seventh
and Eighth Annual Reports for Years Ending December 31, 1920 l3.nd 1921
(Indianapolis: By the associatioii";1922), p. 17. - - - ---
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Over seven hundred visits were made to crippled children
this year. Throughout the minutes of the Board meeting, frequent
reference was made for the need of a school, specially equipped
for crippled children. A separate report of the work with these
children was included in the minutes of the December meeting in
1923. According to this report) the nurse called in the home of
every child with a crippling detect; and, if' he was not under the
care of a doctor, she would take him with the consent of a parent,
to an orthopedic clinic where the supervision of a doctor was pro-
vided.
During 1923 two kinds of school programs in the American
Settlement area were added to tlleservices the nurse provided the
community. The parish priest of Holy Trinity School, a parochial
sellool in western Indianapolisl regueeted that a nurse be assigned
to his school. In order to en~nce the teaching opportunities pro-
vided by the Teaching Centre for student nurses, Teacher's College
gave health supervision of six ~1ndergartens attended by foreign
children to the public Health N~rsing Association.
A new need, b:rought to the attention of'the public Health
Nursing Aseociat1on Board durin~ 1925, was for nurses to be present
at home deliveries. At this t~ne 28 per cent of all babies born
in Indianapolis were born in the home. By 1927 a twenty-four hour
hame delivery sel~ice had been provided for the community by the
visiting nurses who had beeD present at seventy-one deliveries.
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At about the same time, construction of the Suemma Coleman Hospital
for the care of maternity patients and gynecological conditions was
completed on the Indiana University Campus. Through the efforts of
Miss Grace Ferguson, a social worker at the Coleman Hospital, a plan
was developed for follO'w·-uPof certain clinic patients.
Tbe John Hancock Insurance Company began making referrals
in 1926• Agents referred patients who were pregnant or who had
Borneacute disease. Nursing care was continued only when a physician
was in attendance. This company also paid :for the service at a cost-
per~visit basiS. These visits to policy holders of various insurance
companies were fitted into a fee schedule, classified as Group Nurs-
ing. No visit was considered a free visit. Every call made by a
visiting nurse was paid for by someone in some way.
When a blind beggar at Meridian and Washington streets
asked a nurse to buy hiS pencils, early in 1927, she began a
study of the beggar, the pencil seller, and the street musician.
She learned that these handicapped and deformed persons were usually
a part of a well~organized corporation and were fairly successful
1n their business. She alsO began to find other adulte and children
hidden in homes whO needed rehabilitative care. Before the year was
th
- nur"''''B were ma.intained by the Indianapolis Foundation to
over, ree 0"" ..
provide specialized care for the deformed.
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Inserted between the minutes of -theBoard in 1926-1927
was found a "Goiter Report". According to this report seven hun-
dred and fourteen visits had been made to goiter patients. Seven
of the visits had been made to a goitel.'clinic; none had been con-
sidered nursing visits. There was frequent mention in the student
records of attendance and referrals to a clinic of this sort, but
there was no description of the purpose of the clinic or of the
content of the educational visit.
Care to the maternity patient and to persons with con-
tagious diseases received major emphasis during the latter part of
the twenties. One nurse described the difficult time a mother of
a nine day old baby had when trying to sit on the edge of the bed
to bathe the baby so early in the post-partum period. Expectant
mother's classes were started at the Phyllis Wheatley YWCA. In
1929, of all the work being done by the Public Health Nursing
Association nurse, 51 per cent was concerned with maternity. She
was present in ninety confinement cases.
Many communicable diseases were listed among the services
provided. In the 1927 Annual report, these diseases listed separate-
ly, included diphtheria, scarlet fever, chicken pox, whooping cough,
suspected tuberculosis, pulmonary tuberculosis, measles, erysipias,
typhoid, small pox, mumps, pneumonia, and gonorrhea. In addition to
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nursing care to these patients classified as communicable, one hundred
and forty-siX cases of tuberculosiS were listed under med1cal care.
There was no way to de'tennine whether the tuberculosis patients
counted as "medical care" were considered less communicable tban
those listed in the "communicable disease" column. In Plays and--
Days one of the nurses told about her visits to "placarded homes.,,22
This leads one to conjecture that perhaps only in those homes that
were placarded for a communicable disease was the care listed as
being given to a patient with contagion.
By 1930 the public Health Nursing Association had begun
to expertment with making visits outside the city limits. Many of
the staff nurses were driving either their own cars or one owned
by the Agency. Because there was no longer a need for a compact
area that would provide all kinds of service tor students, plans
were being made to generalize the American settlement area. Since
1921 this area bad been used as a teaching center for student nurses
and for new staff. During this time, the records showed the first
analysis of how the nurse spent her time. Table IV outlines her
major activities and the percentage of time spent in each.
22gahnl £Eo~' Not pa.gd..na.ted.
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TABLE IV















Clinics, speoial conferences, etc.
Two kinds of challenges described by Mary Roberts, in her
history of the years from 1931 t~rough1540, were reflected in the
minutes of the Nursing Service Committee of the Visiting Nurae Associ-
at10n during this period of depression. The historian pointed out
that "public heal'th nurm:Lngagencies were under pressure to provide
more service for more patients with lees food and fuel, am well as
to provide employment for a 6urprising number of nurses whoWere
1· .. ,,23fran"tiically searching for emp oyment i." I Miss Beatrice Short,
the executive director, in 1932 indicated that the number of services
requested exceeaed -tine number of nurses; but, the budget did not per-
mi·t; expansion of' the staff.
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At the same time qualifications for nurses that were em-
ployed became more stringent. In 1931 it was agreed to employ
only nurses who had completed four years of high school. Al-
though no decision was reached, many discussions of the status of
the nurse who married while working with the Agency were recorded.
In 1933 a motion was made that a nurse should resign from the staff
when she married; in a later meeting the same year, a motion carried
which requested that when a nurse planned marriage, she should pre-
sent her resignation to the Nurses' Committee for consideration. It
was also during this period that annual health examinations were first.
required.
In October 1932" Community Fund mandated a 10 per cent re-
duction of salary and wages of all workers in member agencies. In
the December, 1932 minutes of the Executive Committee there was the
notation that the financial situation was a very serious one. No
other direct reference to the economic status was found; however,
activities of the committees and nursing service reports indicated
that the major problem of this decade was to secure a sufficient
budget to meet the nursing needs of the community.
Every effort was made to meet each added request for ser-
vice. In April of 1932 nurses employed by the public Health Nursing
ASsociation stopped hauling patients from Indianapolis City Hospital
Clinics. An arrangement was worked Dut for volunteers provided by
the St. Margaret's Guild to take then home. This gave the nurse
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additional time to give direct patient care. Also in 1932, Methodist
Hospital requested follow-up visits for clinic antepartal patients.
This clinic was discontinued in 1934. A program that had begun at
Coleman in 1927 was accelerated during this period, with each clinic
patient to have one postpartum visit following dismissal from the
hospital. This arrangement with Coleman has continued to the present.
Three nurses were available for staff assignments through
funds from the Civil Work Service Appropriation (CWSA) during 1933.
The Federal Emergency Relief Act (FERA) provided ten part-time nurses
in 1934. Records indicate that each of these nurses worked half days.
Over seven thousand visits were made by these nurses working as a
supplement to the regular staff. Both FERA and CWSA withdrew their
nurses from the Agency on July 1, 1935. In this same period, during
1934, eighty-·six students had a six weeks experience with the Agency.
A survey of records for these students indicated that over half of them
each made over two hundred visits.
Some of the problems relating to health were described by
a staff nurse in a report at the 1933 Annual Meeting. She made a
visit in response to a call for care to a mother who had just deliver-
ed her sixth child at home. Upon arrival at the house she discovered
that another child had scarlet fever. The unemployed father was cap-
able of learning to give adequate care to the sick members of his
family; he had been doing the housekeeping and cooking during his
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for his place to be saved on the list. Then she cared for the mother
wife's confinement. However,he had been listed for a job with the
Civil Works Appropriation (CWA); and, he felt it was about ttme for
htm to be called. If he could not take the work offered, he would
need to go to the bottom of the list; and if he took it, the life of
several members of his family was jeopardized. The public health nurse
verified the emergency in the home with CWA, and was able to arrange
and newborn and taught the father to care for the child with scarlet
fever.
At this same Annual Meeting, Mrs. Kautz, president of the
Board of Directors declared, "Whether social service work may ultimate-
ly become Federalized, or whether it become a function of local govern-
ment, bedside nursing will most certainly be included .•.• Whatever the
ultimate source of support which public health nursing shall receive,
the fact is significant and important that the machinery for carrying
on this work is already in existence in the corporate person of our
. t' ,,24aSBOCJ.a J.on
During the following year there seemed to begin a self-evalu-
ation of the nursing services by the Nursing Service Committee. It
was agreed that if a nurse made a visit and the patient refused care,
or if a patient neglected to cancel hourly visit plans it would be




_ r-932 t932 - 1931 (Indianapolis: By the association--,--Years ~' -~~---~~
1934), p. 10.
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necessary to charge one-half the regular fee for the call, rather
than to consider it a free visit. Muc~ atten~ion was given to dupli-
cation of services, particularly in relation ~o the Pre-school Pro-
jects. Sometimes a child from a family might be seen as a pre-
schooler at one of the clinics conducted by a Visiting Nurse Associa-
tion nurse. At the same time other chlldren vere cared for by the
school nurse with both nurses making visits to the home. Records
indicated that delivery charges were sometimes greater than the fee
for private duty would have been, and that the number of delivery
cases was decreasing. Following this year of program analysiS the
primary function of the Agency was considered that of nursing the
sick in their homes, the instruction of members of the household in
simple rules of hygiene, and nursing, and the prevention of further
illness when possible.
Policies regarding the staff nurse and her relationship to
the Agency were mentioned often in the minutes during the last half
of the thirties. For the first time, turnover in staff was considered
important enough for discussion. Such subjects as the length of the
lunch hour, reimbursement to nurses driving their own cars, develop-
ment of a nurses' manual, military leave for nurses, staff classifica-
tion for merit-plan salary increment, and the five day week seemed to
have gained importance. A new policy, approved in April of 1937, re-
garding married nurses stated that ther should be retained as long as
professional interest eXisted, and conditions were such that its ex-
pression was not hampered.
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The broad scope of the requests for nursing service has
been shown in Table V along with the dlsposition of each request.
The work that was done with patients fr-omthe Indianapolis City
Hospital Gonorrheal-Vaginitis Clinic demonstrated the kind of co--
operation required for effective use of the visiting nurse. Dr.
Morgan, Director of the City Board of a:ealth~ requested help in
giving daily treatment, that required nurses who were skilled in
handling contagion, to thirty or more cases attending the out-
patient clinic, in September 1939. The Co~unity Fund immediately
provided $500 to be used until a project coald be set up; however,
this money could not be used without assurance that the work would
also have the financial support of the State Board of Health and of
the City Board of Health. It was also verif'ied that Agency files
were released for review of information only to "accredited Social
Agency \'vith trained social workers." This joint City-State, PubLf.c-
Private Agency arrangement did secure funds for home care given the
patients by the public Health Nursing Association. In the first
three months of 1940 seventy-five children were cared for at the
clinic; thirty-eight of these were referred to the visiting nurse.
The maximum number of daily treatments to a child was seventy-two;
no child was seen less than eight times. These were the years of
expansion and collaboration for the Agency.
1941-1950
During World War II the major problem in providing adequate
nursing service was securing enough nurses to meet the service request.
TABLE V
DISPOSITION OF SERVICES REQUESTED TEOM THE PHNA
FROM 1935-1940
year Service Requested Disposition
1935 Care for sick pre-school
babies
1936 Industrial nurse for Kin~n
and Company during illness
of company nurse
1937 Volunteer nursing service
for Ohio River Flood
1937 Dental care for children at
Pre-school Clinics
1939 Brightwood WPA Clinic re-
quested nursing service
Summer Mission Board financed
th.e prOject
:
: Mrs. Wolting, a VNA staff
: n~rse loaned to Kingan's for
: one month, September..
: Nine staff nurses gave service
: through the Red Cross from a
few days up to four months
An arrangement worked out with
Indiana University Dental
College Clinic to give periodic
examination and reparative care
No record found of disposition
1939 Northeast Community Center Agreed to provide nurse provid-
requested nurse for Pre-School: ing a doctor's service was





Nursing service for Insur-
ance policyholders in Mars
Hill, Speedway, Beech Grove,
and Maywood
Nurses for Jewish Federation
camp examinations
Hourly nursing to small in~
dustries




Services extended into suburbs
within three blocks of all
street car lines in 1941
School nurses to provide this
service
Further study to be given this
matter
Agreed to provide service if
funds to finance it were avail-
able
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A special committee, appointed in 1941 developed pOlicies for
relief nurses and made the following five recommendations to
the Nursing Service Committee:
1. Relief nurses with experience with
Public Health Nursing Association or another
viei'ting nurse association were to be paid the
current rate for priva.teduty nurses with no
payment for days not worked (The rate was $6
for an eight hour day)25
Relief nurses 'Without experience were to
have a smaller salary
2. There should be a mileage allowance
i'or use of their own auto
3. Nurses should be able to arrange to
work half "time
4. The Public Health Nursing ASSOciation
should stock some uniforms for loan to relief
nurses and bear laundry expenses for short
periods
5. Conferences should be arranged with
nurses who might be available for relief work
using the list prepared by the U.S. public
Survey that had been filed with the Indiana
state Nurses Association, Professional Coun-
seling and Placement Service division
Even with adjustments in personnel po11c:Lee it was im~
possible to secure relief nurses to help with a measle epidemic
in 1946. Married nurses wel'e "inv i ted to return to work for the
dUration of the war": the possibility of employing a well quali-
fied negroe nurse was cotlsideredj employment of practical nurses
under supervision was conSidered; and, the Board agreed not to
25 Letter, from Janet Davis, Executive Secre'l:;a:l:'Y, District 5,
Indiana State Nurses ASSOCiation, December 2, 1957.
support the "Draft Bill now before tiLehouse" in 1945 since in
their opinion drafting of nurses should be a part of a National
Service Act which would affect all women. The "turnover" problem
of professional help remained acute.
Additional benefits may have prevented classified career
nurses from moving. Such benefits di~ided into two categories:
non-salary rewards that may have compensated to a degree for the
freezing of labor by the Man power Commission in 1943 and, re-
definition of the nurses activities within the Agency. Into the
first could be placed the opportunity to participate in a Group
Annuity plan in which the Agency matched a percentage of the
nurses' salary for retirement benefits. Called "insurance se-
curity" and approved by the Community Fund this plan began opera-
tion in 1945. The Blue Cross Hospital plan became available to
the PUblic Health Nursing Association staff' nurses througb the
Central District of the Indiana State Nurse's Association. Judge
Bradshaw ruled that the forty~e:ight hour week, demanded by the
Man power Commission, was not applicable to the Visiting Nurse
Association so that the forty hour week remained a policy. Resi-
dence reguirements for nurses were no longer in force; until 1941,
nurses employed by the Agency had been required to live within the
City limits. The Board of Directors, at their regular meeting on
December 14, 1950, voted to provide Social Secur:1ty for the staff.
Redefinition of the nurses' activities generally provided
for a delegation of non-nursing activities to a non~professional
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person. Clerks began to do the posting and summarizing of the
Daily Work Sheets prepared by the nurses. Paper towels were
substituted for fabric towels in the supplies for the nurses'
bags because laundries limited their service. Dates for billing
were staggered to conserve time fDr the nurses and for the cleri··
cal staff. Nurses began to report to the office at the beginning
of the day, so that time formerly spent fighting evening traffic
would be available for patient care in the district.
New kinds of services and expansion of services previously
provided are indicated in Table VI. This material continues the
information found in Table V through the years to 1950. The emer-
gency Maternity and Infant Care program, first recorded in the
minutes of the Nursing Service Committee on August 30, 1943, pro-
vided care to wives and children of all enlisted men up to the rank
of Technical Sergeant. During OIlemonth, July 1943, one hundred and
ninety-four patients in this category had been seen. Many of these
young mothers were patients of private physicians. Records were not
clear about how fees were handled for this service; however, it was
clearly stated that antepartal v1sits were free; visits to the mother
during the postpartal period (the immediate six weeks following de-
livery) and her baby carried a rate of $1.50 for each call; when a
sick mother, or a sick child was given care alone $1.25 was collect-
ed. All EMIC care needed to be repor-ted to the State Department of
public Health no later than five days following the visit. Three
TABLE VI
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DISPOSITION OF SERVICES REQUESTED FROM VNA
FROM 1941-1950
Year Service requested Disposition
1941 Service for Travler's In-
surance policyholders
1941 Report on kinds of service
provided persons 65 and over
for Community Ches·t
1942 Pre-school Project for !i'let-
cher Community Center
1942 Ancillary help in Pre-school
Clinics
1943 Orchard School needed part
time health service
1943 Part time industrial nurse
fOr Metal Auto Parts
1943 Industrial nurse for Inter-






Loan center for portable
incubators for prematures
by State Board of Health
Hourly nursing service for
migratory laborers by Dept.
of Labor
Visits to cancer patients by
Cancer SOCiety
Industrial nurse at Wire BoX
Company
Part-time nurse for Inland
Container
Indianapolis General Hospital
reques'bed aid with diabetics
Provided at a cost-per-visit
basis
Material given as requested




Given on an hourly basis until
1949
An agreement was reached and
service provided
Service given in accordance with
previous pattern to industries
center established
No record found of further
action or care
Policy to be developed
Service provided
Service provided
Plan worked out but no re-
ferrals made by hospital
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special beds for premature infants were in use at one time, in 1946,
for the EMIC program.
From the beginning of the Crippled Children's Program,
Visiting Nurse Association orthropedic nurses had been concerned
about the schooling for intelligent children who were unable to
at-tend conventional schools because of their braces, their appear-
ance, and their need for extra time to perform routine activities.
During the thirties, the City Board of Education had expressed a
willingness to provide tutoring if there were enough children to
warrant employment of a home teacher. Through the efforts of the
public Health Nursing Association nurses, twenty-two children, con-
sidered too crippled to attend either the regular school or the
James E. Roberts School for Handicapped, were tutored during the
1940-1941 school year. Miss Jeanette Riker, Supervisor of Special
Instruction of the City Board of Education, requested a new listing
of potential students when ten of the twenty-two who were tutored
returned to school.
Contagious diseases required considerable attention during
these war years. The State Board of Health provided typhoid vaccine
that was given to the staff nurses in 1944. An epidemic of diph-
theria in the City resulted in Schick testing and subsequent im-
munization recommendation for visiting nurses in 1945. Visits
were made to over three hundred tuberculosis cases in 1949. Epi-
demics of minor contagion increased the number of visits for
hypodermic medication.
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In order to avoid the connotation of government support
implied by the word public in the name of the Public Health Nurs-
ing Association some feeling that the name should be changed was
expressed by Board members. The Executive Board minutes, dated
October 10, 1946, record a suggestion that the name of the organi-
zation be changed to Visiting Nurse Association of Indianapolis.
A committee began work on implementing this suggestion. The work
was completed in 1947 and the public Health Nursing Association
of Indianapolis became the Visiting Nurse Association of Indiana-
polis.
Home nursing services had been provided by many agencies
since the beginning of organized public health nursing in Indiana-
polis. A review of early records did not always clarify whether
the visiting nurse was supported directly by the tax structure,
or by a non-official agency. In several instances the salary
of the nurse was paid from voluntary sources, to be taken over
by ·thetax supported agency when appropriations were accepted
in the budget. Efforts to co-ordinate the service given by
public health nurses in Marion County received major attention
during 1950. Early in the year a series of joint staff meetings
including nurses from Visiting Nurse Association and the City
Board of Health were approved. Records from pre-school confer-
ences conducted by t.heVisiting Nurse Association were trans-
ferred to the City Board of Health, who provided nurses for the
schools, when the child was of school age. When a physician from
General Hospital made a visit to a patient receiving medication,
usually given by the visiting nurse, he gave the medication that
day to avoid duplication of services. A report of a visit to
Columbus, Ohio where the Board of Health and the Instructive
Nursing Association had co-ordinated their nursing services was
included in t.heminutes of the October 1950 Nursing Service Com-
mittee.
The recent years, 1951-1959
Nursing service problems in the recent years related
first to the withdrawal of funds by December 31, 1952 by the
John Hancock and Metropolitan Insurance Company for care to
their policy holders; second, to the increased number of patients
requiring care for chronic illness; third, to an increased use of
the interdisciplinary approach in solving nursing care problems;
and fourth, to the need to provide nursing care to residents of
the entire county.
Both insurance companies had begun to restrict their work
before they announced withdrawal of payment for care to policy
holders. As early as 1941 they reduced the time allowed for care
to acute illness, from a six week to a four week period. As early
as 1942, representatives from Metropolitan had suggested a decrease
in the number of visits to maternity patients. Since the service
was not an integral part of the insurance policy, but rather an
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additional service provided for persons whose life insuran 1·. ce po ~cy
was small, the companies were not bound to continue the service.
About 10 per cent of the total income for the Agency in 1952 was
from fees paid by insurance companies. Withdrawal of the fees
did not stop the need for nursing care, since most of these famil-
ies were medically indigent and conditioned to "free" nursing
service.
other ways to provide nursing service were explored.
Due to the use of antibiotics and to an increased understanding
of the values of immunize,tion, the incidence of contagion had
dropped markedly by 1953. All pre-school conferences were dis-
continued in June of 1954, since the City Board of Health was
able to provide this service. The only elementary school in the
city not served by the school nurses from the official agency
was Holy Trinity parochial School. 1~e Visiting Nurse Association
began work in this school in 1921, when an interpreter accompanied
the nurse to the homes in order to communicate with foreign-born
parents. NoW this school work wae returned to the City Board of
Health. A dj,fferent accent had been given maternity care; early
ambulation of the mother reduced the number of visits required in
the home. comparatively fe" babies have been born at home in
Marion County since 1950. An experiment in classes for expectant
parents was attempted. It was hoped that they would supplement
classes taught by the Red Cross; however, when they seemed to be
a duplication they were discontinued.
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Every effort was made to encourage payment of full fees
or partial fees by the recipient of nursing care. In-service edu-
cation meetings for the staff nUrses centered on techniques for
helping the nurse understand her role in interpreting the Visiting
Nurse Association to the patient and his family. A demonstration
that began at Methodist Hospital in 1952, for securing referrals
from patients about to be released from the hospital, provided the
impetus for other referral plans that have been adopted at st.
Vincent's and Community Hospitals. Table III, at the beginning
of this chapter, shows the reduction in the number of visits and
the number of patients in this recent period.
The increase in the chronic case load may also be indicat-
ed in the figures in this table. In 1950 the number of visits was
about five times the number of casesj in 1959 the number of visits
was nearly nine times the number of caseS. '.I'h1sincrease in the
number of visits to each case reflected the findings of a survey in
1953. In the ten year period ending in 1950, the nwnber of visits
to patients with a chronic disease had increased 610 per cent. The
role of the visiting nurse had shifted from emphasis of care of
maternity patients, to care of patients with long illness.
When a person with a chronic illness was old, or living
in a small home on a limited income, provision for services of
other disciplines, administered through the Visiting Nurse Associa-
tion office proved valuable. PhYSical therapists have been employed,
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when available, for practicing their profession as well as to
serve as consultants to the staff nurse. A nutritionist provided
by the Indiana Heart Foundation, from 1956 through August of 1958,
worked with the nurses and directly with patients. Licensed practi-
cal nurses have been employed since 1952 to work with the district
nurse in the care of patients who need only routine nursing pro-
cedures. A series of conferences with a social worker provided by
the Family Service Association in 1954 was arranged to fUrther
understanding of family problems by the public health nurse. The
executive director of the Visiting Nurse Association has been a
member of a committee sponsored by the Health and Welfare Council
that has been given the responsibility for investigating the total
care needed by the sick person in the home with his family.
Sporadic requests for service beyond the City limits had
come to the Agency throughout its existence. By 1954, these calls
for services were 80 numerous that it ,,;asnecessary to expand the
geographical territory to the County Lines. This expansion has Ln-
creased the amount of time the nurse spends in travel, so that the
number of visits made have decreased. At about the same time the
City Board of Health became the Marion County Health and Hospital
Corporation. When clinic patients were accepted from the entire
county, follow up by visiting nurses was indicated. Since the
urban area has expanded beyond the County Lines, occasional calls
during 1959 have been received for nursing service to residents
of adjoining counties: the Visiting Nurse Association continued
to limit its activities to Marion County.
'rableVII, compiled from the Nursing Service Report for
1959, shows the number of cases carried, the number of visits
made, and the accepted nomenclature currently used on reports for
visiting nurse organizations. When compared with Table I showing
cases carried by the PUblic Health Nursing Association in 1918, a
chief difference was found in the number of conditions grouped
under major headings; nine in 1918; three in 1959. Industry,
hospi tals, and the school for the blind a:ceactivities listed
on current reports; one hundred and thirty-six hours were spent
in this sort of activity during December of 1959- This inter-
weaving of the services of the pubLLc health nurse with those
of other health and allied workers, now showing on the monthly
reports, has been consistently a part of the nursing services
provided by the Visiting Nurse Association since its beginning
in 1913.
TABLE VII
CASES CARRIED AND VISITS MADE BY THE VNA NURSE
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The responsibility and some of the problems of defining
a profession have been discussed by the Bixler's in their pro-
grees reports on the professional status of nursing in the Ameri-
26can Journal of Nursing. Every area of nursing must be careful
that it recognizes the role of professional nurses in assuming
t.he respons ibility for amass ing a body of knowledge thet can be
transmitted to others who des~re to be skilled in giving nursing
service. Even before the beginning of a stUdent program in the
public Health Nursing Association in 1921, the founders of the
organization were firm in formulating policies that assured the
employment of prepared nurses, so that it was natural for agree-
ments to be reached with hospltals for affiliation with the V1sit·-
ing Nurse Association.
The educational program discussed in this chapter has
been limited to the educational experience provided students from
various schools of nursing. A summary of the experience of each
stUdent since 1921, excepting those students who were subsequently
26Genevieve K. Bixler and Roy Vi. Bixler, "The Professional
Status of Nursing." American Journal of Nursing, 59:1142-1147,
August, 1959.
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employed by the Agency, was stored alphabetically in the Visiting
Nurse Association office. These records were r-ev Lewed for the
following information:
1. Names of schools of nursing that have used
the agency for student experience
2. Length of time stUdents spent in agency
3. The number of classes held in the agency
offices
4. The kind and amount of service the stUdent
did while in the agency.
Schools of Nursing that have used VNA for student
experience in public health nursing
Excepting the schools that sent stUdents who were enrolled
in the United states Cadet Nurse Corps, established by the Nurse
Training Act of 1943, and discussed more fully later in this chapter,
ten schools have used the agency as a field center for their students.
These schools are listed in Table VIII, which also shows the number of
records studied for each school during five year periods. The Indiana
University School of Nursing, which is a part of the Indiana University
Medical School in Indianapolis, and the Methodist Hospital ScCloC)lof
Nursing were the only schools that used the Visiting Nurse Association
facilities for field experience every year. Deaconess, Fletcher's, and
Indiana Christian training schools for nurses, all located in downtown
Indianapolis during the first quarter of the twentieth century, no longer
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that accepted the first students, in 1955; and who were affiliated
with the Visiting Nurse Association for public heaLt.hnuraing ex-
perience during the first semester of 1959. Each of these schools
was in Marion County except Indiana University, Division of Nursing
Education at Bloomington, Indiana and DePauw University at Greencastle,
Indiana. The Indiana University, Division of Nursing Education stu-
dents have been registered graduate nurses. DePauw University has
used Methodist Hospital in Indianapolis for all clinical facilities
in its nursing program.
Time spent in VNA by affiliating students
No material was found in the records investigated that indicat-
ed the reason for t.hedifferences in the amount of time students spent
in the agency. In the first year, 1921, each student spent nine weeks
in the field. DUring 1922, Indiana University School of Nursing began
sending students for a six weeks period so that more students could
have the experience. The shorter period of time was not initiated in
any other school until 1924, when some students from both Indianapolis
General Hospital and St. Vincent's Hospital had six weeks experience
in the Public Health Nursing Association. Each school continued to
have some students in the field for a nine week period until 1939,
when the experience became a six week period without exception. Be-
ginning in 1940 basic diploma students were allowed six weeks in the
agency while the registered nurse students had eight weeks. This
pattern continued until 1958 when the Indiana State Board of Nurses'
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Registration and Nursing Education recommended that "students in
basic collegiate programs have a block of not less than eight weeks
experience in public health nurSing.,,27 It then became necessary to
adhere to the previously developed priorities for field experience
in public health nursing.
These priorities were outlined early in 1955 at a meeting,
held in the Visiting Nurse Association office, that was attended
by representatives of each of the schools of nursing, administra-
tors of agencies providing public health nursing, and the Director
of the Division of Public Health Nursing of the State Board of Health.
As a result of this meeting, the following priorities were set as
guides for accepting students for field experience:
1. Registered nurse students in B.S. program
with a public health major
2. Registered nurse students in a B.S. program
with a general nursing major
3. Student nurses in basic collegiate program
4. Student nurses in basic diploma programs
Due to the critical need occasioned by expansion of numbers of
student nurses for public health facilities, basic diploma students
ceased having field work with the Visiting Nurse Association 'in
27 Quoted from a mimeographed memorandum from Miss Caroline
Hauenstein, Executive Secretary, Indiana State Board of Nurses I
Registration and Nursing Education which also stated that this
recommendation had been adopted on July 16, 1958 to become a part
of Regulations and Administrative Policies for Indiana Accredited
Schools of NursIilg, approved May 24, 1954. -
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281959. The length of experience for each student in 1959 approxi-
mated three hundred and twenty hours. Until the fall of 1958 this
was accomplished by the student spending an eight weeks period in
the agency; however, in order to accommodate a heavy class load this
pattern was changed, and time in the public health nursing clinical
experience was extended to nine weeks with time allowed for classes.
Tentative plans have been proposed by each of the nursing schools
that wou Ld penni t the student to spend twenty hours each week in the
public health nursing laboratory for a period of sixteen weeks. Con-
current with the field experience, appropriate theory courses would
be offered by the nursing school so that the time spent in the clinical
area would approximate the academic year,
Class work provided by VNA
for affiliating students
According to the minutes of the Board Meeting on April 12,
1921, an educational instructor had been employed to begin her work
on May 1, 1921. In the beginning, the Agency personnel had full re-
sponsibility for teaching public health nursing concepts and funda-
mentals. The Jewish l.JelfareFederation, an organization that co-ordin-
ates all social, educational, and welfare activities of the Je"rish
community, had provided a room on the near South Side of Indianapolis
28Raymond S. Butler, A layman's View of the Professional Nurs-
ing Shortage in Indiana (unpublished report prepared for the Indiana-
Joint Conference Committee on Expanding and Financing Nursing EdUcation
by the Bureau of Institutional Research, Indiana University, Bloomington,
Indiana, May 1959), 24 pp. (Mimeographed.)
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to be known as the Teaching Centre. ThiB area was chosen because it
provided a variety of nursing experiences in a compact, highly populat-
ed area. This center was used for instr~cting lIProbationers", new per-
sons on the staff, as well as for students. Evaluation notes indicated
that recruitment of staff may have been the primary purpose for provid-
ing this student experience. No information was available on the stu-
dent records to indicate the amount of time spent in classes in the
Agency before 1922. The number of classes given to students whose re-
cords were reviewed in shown in Table IX for 1921 through 1959. Copies
of the summaries used to report "I;.he classes and service experience are
found in Appendix E.
Prior to 1930 no special summary of the classes or the service
experience was made. Information about the students was kept on the
same kind of form 'thatwas used for the regular employees. Very little
adaptation was made; only the part of the record that dealt with pro-
fessional history was not used. Consequently, the number of classes
shown in Table IX may not depict an accurate number of classes.
Evaluations of students were made by as many as four super-
visors. Since the student was in the Agency nine weeks; and, since
services tended to be specialized the time spent in evaluation does
29not seem out of proportion. On early records these evaluations
29In a specialized nursing service each speciality is cared for
by a different nurse; orthopedic patients by an orthopedic nurse,
maternity patients by a maternity nurse; children in school by a school
nurse. In a generalized program each n~rse is responsible for a geo-
graphical area or "district" and uses consultants in special fields to
help her meet the special needs of patients and their families.
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TABLE IX
NUMBER OF CIASSES TAUGHT IN AGENCY TO STUDENTS
WHOSE RECORDS WERE REVIEWED FROM 1921-1959
Number of classes taught in agency
Year Under Over No in-
5 5-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 30 formation
1921 4
1922 14
1923 5 1 1 . 10.
1924 6 2 16
1925 8 1 1 171926 2 1 13
1927 4 3 141928 1 14 4 2 31929 4 4 7 1
1930 1 10 14 1
1931 3 18 11932 1 33 5 1
1933 1 26 2 1
1934 3 25 5 31935 3 21 2 : 3
1936 30 2 ..
1937 351938 1 . 29 1.
1939 30 1
1940 25 11941 3 1 301942 1 3 23 2 :1943 3 16 21944 1 17
1945 3 17 1 :1946 6 11
1947 5 171948 2 11 1
1949 18
1950 5 27
1951 1 13 1
1952 1 18 5
1953 23
1954 3 341955 24
1956 2 2 : 17
1957 18 1
1958 3 20 3
1959 13 7 3
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usually stated "class work as planned by Miss Glover"? or "class work
as planned originally". One student record, in 1923, listed the follow-
ing classes:
Introductory conference
General instructions and standing orders
Nursing servi"ae fees, Metropolitan Life
and free medical care
Records
Problems of students
Public Health Nursing ASSOCiation
Metropolitan work
Fundamentals and principles
Family welfare and Confidential Exchange
Prenatal care, infant and mother hygiene
Preparation for home delivery
Infant and child hygiene
School nursing
Tuberculosis; relation to visiting nursing
Neither was the date of each class nor the amount of time
spent in each class shown on these early records. Three staff nurses
had taught the classes,; one of the classes, "PUblic Health Nursing
Association" was taught by the executive director. On another record"
in 1924, a class called "Bag Demonstration and Clerical Illstructionl1
vas listed on the first day of field experience. 30
In January of 1925, one student listed three classes, all
tausht in the public Health Nurs1ng Association office on hel' first
day. Three classes were "Bag Demonstrati.on and General Instructions",
30
Vis:l.t;ing nurses carry Buf'ficient equ1pment int,o the home" in
a small leather bag, to enable them to gLve usua.l nursing care. A
special technique is followed for opening the bag and arranging its
contents so that they are available foz'uae ,
"Postpartum care, demonstration postnatal care", and Conference,
Main Office Lecture". Another record, for March of 1925, carried
a notation that all teaching had been done in the home. One may
postulate that different approaches to class work was needed because
high school education was not a prerequisite for entrance into train-
ing schools for nursing. Such comments as "Grade school education,
finished course creditably .•. appreciates lack of education"; "asked
for application, but had no high school. •.II; and, "advised to finish
high school work" were often written on the summary sheets. In 1929
one record listed twelve classes one of which was called "Letters to
other agencies".
Beginning in 1930, all records reviewed included a mimeograph-
ed or dittoed summary sheet that related directly to studerrtactivities.
These records were changed periodically and provided some concept of
changes in the number of classes and the purpose of each class. (A
copy of each kind of record that was found has been placed in Appen-
dix E.) The largest number of classes listed on any summary was
thirty-two. This number occured on two records in 1942; and, in each
instance a class in "bag t.echndque" and in "records and charting" was
listed on separate dates. There was no way to know if these particular
students needed extra help or if t.heteacher provided different con-
tent for each class. In her report to the executive director in 1930,
the educa'tLonaL director stated that student nurses had twen'ty-five to
thirty hours of class work at the teaching center. The number of classes
listed on records of students that were studied for this project have
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been shown in Table IX. Classes were not always limited to hone our
periods; one 'student record indicated that an entire day had been spent
Apparently, the number of hours spent in classes had
no direct relationship to the number of classes.
in three classes.
Plans for moving the Teaching Center into the main office
were made in 1931. other areas were providing the variety of cases
needed for students; many nurses were driving, either their own or
agency cars, so that the highly populated compact area was no longer
essential; and, during thiS period, from 1931 through 1940, demands
were made both in relation to services requested by the community
for visiting nurses and for working within a lower budget than pre-
viously. By 1932 the teaching center had been discontinued and re-
sponsibility for students was devided between supervisors, while the
educational director co_ordinated these activities.
In March of 1936, Dr. Smith, Dean of Indiana University
School of Education began negotiations for field experience for
Indiana university DiVision of NUrsing students. It was not until
June of 1937 that nurse students from Indiana University were accept-
ed for affiliation.
(Table VIII shoWS the number of student records
that were reviewed from Indiana university Division of Nursing.) It
has been impossible to determine from the records if there was any
difference in the content of classes taught in the Agency for graduate
nurses who were basiC students.nurses and for
d r
eviewed for an Indiana University Division of
One reeor ,
t
. 1945 had a summary attached for her experience inNursing studen 1n ,
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1941 as a basic student from the Indiana University School of Nurs-
ing. The same classes were listed on each summary sheet and each
class had been repeated by the student; visits to allied agencies
had been repeated in two instances, while six additional trips were
made during her advanced experience. In 1947 there was a summary
form titled "Summary of Course for Graduate Students"; however,
differences be tween this form and others seemed minor. The Visit-
ing Nurse Association continued to provide a large number of classes,
in their office, in public health nursing until after 1950, as in-
dicated in Table IX.
Since 1950 there has been much emphasis placed on education
of nurses as opposed to training nurses. Dr. Butler summarized the
need for this shif't of'emphasis in his report to the Indiana Joint
Conference Committee on Expanding and Financing Nursing Education
in relation to the cost of'nursing education as compared to educa-
tion for other professions.3l The National League for Nursing, the
accrediting body for collegiate basic nursing education programs,
had not accredited any collegiate program in Indiana by the end of
1959. The sharp decrease in the number of classes taught in the
Agency since 1950 has been shown in 'I'abLe IX. Although a discussion
of class content provided for affiliating students is beyond the
scope of'this paper, it seems appropriate to mention that content,
previously taught in the office of the Agency, by staff personnel,
had been transferred to classes in public health principles, conducted
3~utler, op. cit., pp. 13-14
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in the school of nursing by university faculty members.
services provided for the VNA
by affiliating students
In order to get some concept of the number of visits stu-
dents have made, a tally sheet was set up with seven headings, shown
in Table X, for the total number of visits made by each student whose
record was studied. A cursory inspection of the records indicated
that most of the students had made more than one hundred visits and
fewer than two hundred and fifty visits during the time spent in the
Agency for affiliation in public health nursing. No attempt has been
made to evaluate the service provided by each nurse; rather, an effort
has been made to indicate the amount of nursing service the entire
student program has provided the community through the Visiting Nurse
Association. NO material was found that could be used to indicate
TABLE X
TOTAL NUMBER OF VISITS MADE BY 965 NURSING STUDENTS
K! VNA FROM 1921 .-1959
======~============:::~_==~====~==~==============~N~um~b~e~r~o~f~n=u=r=B=e=8======




Under 00.•..••.•...•......... r:• ••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••• 230
100 to 125•• •••••••••·••••••·••• •
6
........•.•........•.........• 211
12 to 150••••••.••.•••.•••..•.•• •..................•...•....... 189151 to 200•..•....··········•··· 8• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 0
201 to 250 ••..• •••••••••••••••• ·...........•..........•.......119
Over 250 .......•.•. ······•······ 4'· • • . . • . • . • • . . . . . . • . • • . • . • • • • • • •• 0
No record ••...• •·•·············· __----------------------------------------------
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vhethe r the quality and depth of service given by the students
had approximated that given by the staff nurses. Maternity service
had been an important Source of calls to the Public Health Nursing
Association throughout the entire period. Table XI shows the range
of number of visits made to maternity patients by student nurses
whose records were stUdied. Notes on the records of some of the
students, between 1921 and 1930, indicated that much of their ex-
perience was related to maternity. One of the stUdent records,
in 1925, showed that the stUdent nurse had made two hundred and
eighty-seven visits to one hundred and ninety-seven families; of
this total number of visits two hundred and five were related to
maternity nursing care.
TABLE XI
NUMBER OF VISITS MADE TO MATERNITY PATIENTS BY 965





who made number of visits
within the range
Under 50 e co to of! lit 142
51 -to 75 fI .. .. ~ ID " 11 .. .. .. .. e .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 159
76 to 100........................ II .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 171
101 to 125 " 156
126 to 150 !II ••• 83
Over 150................." .. to • .. .. .. • .. • .. .. • .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. "" .. '" • • 17 6
No re cord 78
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In her report to.the Executive Board in January of 1939,
the executive director pOinted out that, in the six to eight weeks
the students were with the Agency, they repaid in service for the
cost of their instrUction. Since the total number of students can
not be accurately stated, the full amount of service provided to the
Visiting Nurse Association by students, who have affiliated with the
agency, can not be measured. In an effort to detennine the approxi-
mate number of students who have had a clinical experience with the
Visiting Nurse Association, the number and percentage of student re-
cords reviewed vae compared with the number of students known to have
been in Visiting NUrse Association for those years that this number
had been reported in the minutes. The results of this comparison
are shown in Table XII. Assuming from the known figures that the 965
student records studied for the entire period was 38 per cent of the
total number of stUdents that have had field experience in the Agency,
then around 2,530 student nurses have bad clinical practice in public
health nursing at the Visiting Nurse Association during the period
from 1921 through 1959, for which the study was made.
All the student records that could be found for 1925 were
studied. As previously stated, stUdent records of nurses who were
subsequently employed by the Public Health Nursing Association were
not filed with the records used for this project. No effort was made
to determine if 37 per cent of the nurses who had student experience
during 1925 became gradua t,e nurse employees of the Agency. Since the
offices of the agency were moved five times during this period between
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TABLE XII
THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF STUDENT RECORDS REVIEM~D
COMPARED WITH THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS KNOWN
TO HAVE BEEN IN THE VNA IN CERTAIN YEARS


































Total 94§ =- 373 38aa
O
! the total nwnber of students known to have affiliated
with the Visiting Nurse Association, 373, or 38 per cent, of their
records were reviewed.
1921 ""d 1959, it seemed possible that some ,.ecords may have been
lost.
there "as diSCUssion of the rec_endation made by the National
Organization of public Health Nursing that the ratio of staff nurses
to student nurses at say given tiJne shOuld be three staff to one stu-
dent. The pUbliC aealth Nursing Association ratio had been twelve
to fourteen students to twenty-one staff. This discussion also
At the Board of Directors' meeting on November 28, 1938,
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showed that Indiana School of Nursing had been sending all their
students for public health affiliation; and, that there had been
no written agreements made with any of the schools about the stu-
dent experience. As a result, three recommendations were made:
1. There should be a gradual balance to
correct the student ..staff ratio
2. There should be a limitation placed on
the number of classes for which the
stUdent returned to the hospital
3. There should be an exploration of the
possibility of a tuition fee for the
stUdent experience within the Agency
The first recommendation meant that there could be only
seven student nurses affiliating at any given time. When the length
of time was six weeks, fifty-six students could be accommodated each
year; this was about one-half the number of stUdents who had experi-
ence in public health nursing at public Health Nursing Association
in 1939, and in each of the seven preceeding years. The other recom-
mendations helped compensate for the 10s8 of service, as it related
to loss of students, by providing a tuition income for the Visiting
Nurse Association; and, by lengthening the amount of time the student
spent in the Agency giving service. The struggle for nursing to break
from the traditions of an apprenticeship toward true professional
sta·tus, described briefly for Indiana by Dr. Butler in his previously
cited report, permeated the visiting nurse field.32
32Butler, op. cit., pp. 2-3
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The Cadet Nurse Program
Early in 1943, the State Board of Examination and Regis-
tration of nurses requested the Public Health Nursing Association
to provide experience for senior students from the United States
Cadet Nurse Corps. This program, made possible by the Nurse Train-
ing Act of 1943, commonly known as the Bolton Act, offered partici-
pating institutions maintenance of students for the first nine months;
tui·tion throughout the program; and, assistance in securing funds for
expansion of residential and educational facilities. The content of
the course was condensed into a thirty month period. In states where
a thirty-six months period was required before registration, the stu-
dent was allowed six months of supervised experience. Three years
training was a prerequisite for taking the state Board Examination
for registration in Indiana; consequently, students, who participat-
ed in this program from Indiana schools for nursing, needed this
33Senior Cadet period.
The Public Health Nursing Association Board of Directors
agreed to provide visiting nurse experience for those cadets who
elected it, and to Use these students, in the agency, as junior
staff nurses. The records of only eight stUdents who had this ex-
perience were located; although, at least eleven senior cadets had
this ·type of experience in the Viei ting Nurse Association. Their
summaries indicated tha·t the class work was completed in about six
weeks,; and, it was directed tOv.lEu:'dan orientation to staff activities.
33Roberts, op. cit., pp. 383-393
The first cadet nurses were accepted in January of 1945; 't.he program
"las terminated in August, 1948. Four of t.he student.s had complete
summaries; of these four, each averaged 766 visits of which 448 re-
lated to maternity.
CHAPTER V
RELATIONSHIPS TO OTHER COMMUNITY AGENCIES
Relationships to ocne r community agencies have varied from
the loan of a room for a teaching center by the Jewish v.JelfareCeri-
ter in 1921, to the yearly financial appropriation provided members
of the United Fund of Greater Indianapolis, which raises, by volun-
tary subscription, funds for distribution among its affiliated or-
ganizations. No effort has been made to analyze or evaluate these
relationships. The agencies discussed have been some of those that
seemed to have made major contributions, either money or services,
in relation to the solution of a nursing care problem. In the
minutes these interactions were reported in relationship to the
problem at the moment; however, it seemed 'that, for the purposes
of this project, four major categories emerged. One of these was
1nteI's.c'tionwith insurance companies; another was the nursing
problems that involved tax,-supported or official agencies; 'bhe
third related to the solu·t1on of the problem with the help of
non·-official or voluntary agencies; and last, the use of profession-
al organizations as advisors and consultants. Although these intel'-
ac·tions frequently involved the exchange of money, no attempt has
been made to describe the budget nor any of the financial aspects
of the Visiting Nurse Association.
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Insurance companies
In the beginning year of 1913, the Women's Department Club
provided the major portion of the salary of the only nurse employed.
Parent Teacher Clubs from several schools paid part of the salary of
one of the first nurses. Another source of income this first year
was from subscribers; an imposing list of the names of contributors
and the amount each gave was included in the early annual reports
of the Agency. Throughout 1912 and 1913 frequent reference was
made to the possibility that the Metropolitan Life Insurance Com·-
pany would transfer the visiting nurse work done by their nurses
to a community organization, providing that organization employed
graduate registered nurses. Community leaders in Indianapolis op-
posed this requirement; consequently, no arrangement could be made
,<liththe insurance company. As early as 1909 the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company began, on a demonstration basis, to provide nurs-
ing care to policy holders throughout the United states, for acute
illnesses and maternity care. Whenever a community had an establish-
ed visiting nurse program that met their criteria, the insurance com-
pany purchased this care for their policy holder on a cost-·per-visit
basis. If no such nursing organization existed, the Metropolitan
Life provided nurSes whose services in the community were limited
to policy holders.
By August of 1914, following the incorporation of the public
Health Nursing Association in January of 1913, the Metropolitan Life
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Insurance Company had worked out a satisfactory arrangement for
transferring its cases, for making new referrals, for withdraw'ing
its own nurses from the community, and for payment of t.henursing
service purchased from the Public Health Nursing Association. Ac··
cording to the treasurer's report for 1916, the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company paid 6,618 dollars to ·thePublic Health Nursing
Association for fees for nursing. This amount, was nearly one-na Lr
34the total receipts for the year. This program, initiated in 1909
as a demonstration to show the value of visiting nurse services,
continued through December 31, 1952, when the public health move-·
ment was considered strong enough to assume full responsibilities
for these activities.35
Beginning in 1927, the John Hancock Insurance Company
contracted for nursing service to certain policy holders in Indiana-
poliS, through the Public Health Nursing Association. The volume
of cases was never as great as that of the Metropolitan Life 1n-
surance Company; however, special instructions vere given to new
nUrses on the staff during their orientation, as well as to stu-
dents affiliating with the agency, for the kinds of care that
could be provided these policy holders. NUrsing service was pro-
vided to anyone for whom a doctor had prescribed; it was the
34pUblic Health Nursing Association of IndianapoliS, Fourth
and FifthAUnual Report--19lband 1917 (Indianapolis: by the asaocL,
ation, 1918), not pagina~ - --
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X·es'pons1'b';11ty of the nU'~!)J. =..., '"", i~ ~ ~ wO ~earn 1~ an nsurauce company
should pay for the service.
There was a ShOI't, poorly described, relationship with the
Superior Life Insurance Companyin 1920. The minutes also indica ted
that service for Traveler's Insurance policy holders was provided
at:. a cost,-per-visi t basis on request of the insurance company in
1941. No record was found that showed the termination of either
of tneae arrangements; however, neither was f'ound listed as a
source of' receip·ts in 1959. other insurance companies have provid-
ed care for their clients on an individual basis. Usually this serv-
ice was offered to holders of group policies carried in relation to
the place of employment of' the patient.
During the Board Meeting on October 13, 1949, the possi-
bility of a prepayment plan for nursing service 'becoming a part ot
the Blue Croas-Blue Shield coverage was discussed. No plan had
been developed by the end of 1959, ten years Later , although fre-
quent conSideration of the possibility of such a plan 'being made
avad LabLe to Ma.rion County reSidents continued to 'be mentioned in
toe mmutes of various committees as well as in the Board Meeting
36minutes. A pilot stUdy conducted in New York, discussed in the
36Associated Hospital Ser~ice of NewYork, Interim Reportl
a Study Concerning the Feasibility or Providing Nursing Service to
Associated Hospital Service Subscribers Through ViSiting Nurse
Agencies (New York: Associated Hospital Service of NewYork,
1955), 23 pp.
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Interim Report that -r.. as published by -theAssociated Hospital Service
of New York in 1955 ~ stimulated the thinking of the administrators
of the Visiting Nurse Association.
Official agencies
Agencies whos e functions have been described by the
government and implemented by taxes, have been called official
or public agencies, to differentiate their administration from
voluntary or non-tax supported agencies. In order to avoid duplica-
tion of services, and in order for the tax supported structure to dis,,-
charge certain of its responsibilities for the health of the community
as they arise;> a pattern of the tax supported agency purchasing services
:from a voluntary agency has developed throughout the nation, as well as
in Marion County. As early as 1925, the treasurer I s report of the Public
Health Nursing Association indicated receipts from the Board of Health
:for nursing sel~ice fees. This notation occured each year until 1932.
There was no indication of the nature of the service provided nor was
the method of referring patients for visiting nurse service outlined.
Early in 1948 a definite plan was made with the Indiana-
polis General Hospital, the public hospital serving the City, to
collect a fee from obstetrical patients who delivered either at
home or at the hospital, and who had been referred for prenatal
and postnatal care. Definite standing orders were provided by the
hospital doctors for -thisservice. The fee was based on a sliding
scale that related to the ability of the family to pay for care.
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~rhis program gradually declined in importance to the Visiting
Nurse Association as more babies were born in the hospitals, and
as the public Health Nursing Bureau, a Division of the Marion
County Health and Hospital corporation, became able to absorb this
ac'tivity into their services for that part of the population de-
pendent on tax-supported in.Ututions for maternity care.
37
In the minutes of the June, 1950, Board Meeting, it was
mentioned ,that the City Board of Health was providing the dental
technician for dental clinicS at Mayer House. (The Mayer Chapel
Neighborhood Services at 448 West Norwood street provided space for
38
dental, prenatal, and well-baby cliniCS.)
In 1951, the Indianapolis General Hospital was asked to
include visiting nurse care to toe indigent sick, who were cared
for in their homeS by the visiting nurse, in their proposed budget
for 1952. The minutes of the Visiting Nurse Association did not
indicate if this was done; however, in January of 1956 a contract
1.
tl lth and Hospital corporation in which the
was made with tle ~ea
37
The
ovisioool Mortality Reports for Indiana, distributed
pr ard of Health in January~ 1960, showed that
by the Indiana state B017 658 birtbs in Marion county in 1959 were
98.81 per cent of the ~
hospital birthS.
38 " 0 Nursing service comnt1'ttee minutes for October
Accordl.og ,G pi sorority paid $20 each month to the dentist
1950, 'the ThetaS1gma . a.t Mayer House. Also, the Junior Le~gue pro-
ao the preschOol cliniC erS to help in thOse clinics. The m1nutea
vided two volunteer :o~~these were relationships with the Visiting
did not clearly stat h Mayer Chapel Neighborhood Services.
Nurse Association or t e
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Indianapolis General Hospital agreed to pay for care given to
patients by nurses of the Visiting Nurse Association vheri r fe erral
Thiswas made through the hospital's social service department.
contract continued to be in effect, with care having been given
to 601 patients referred, during 1959, by Marion county General'
Hospital.
Administration for payment for care provided patients referred
Plans vere made, in January of 1951, with the Veterans I
through their social service department. The nwnber of patients
living in Marion county who need this kind of nursing service has
been limited, since the local Veterans' Administration Hospitals
provide care for residents of a larger geographiCal area. During
1959, there vas no record of any neW case being referred for visit·
ing nurse service; however, the nursing service report for Decem-
ber of 1959 showed that fourteen visits were paid for by the
Vetel'ans' Administration. The number of patients receiving
these visits was not indicated on the report.
The first mention of the Old Age Assistance program, made
in the minutes of the NUrsing service Committee in october of 1939,
1 t of
cases receiving this assistance vho were also
re ated to a repor care The number of persons receiving
receiving visiting nurse •
ass is tan ce was not li s ted . At about the same t1me, in May of 1959,
ti
ed the possibility that the public Health
the Board minutes men on'ght be able to collect fees for nursing care
Nursing Association ml
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given to Social Security recipients. In the discussion that was
recorded, it seemed that the $30 per month allocated to these per-
sons was considered enough to pay for care in a private nursing
home. Since Old Age Assistance was the part of the Social Security
Act that provided medical care for recipients, it seemed possible
that the minutes may have been ambiguous on this point; and, that
recipients of the Old Age Assistance rather than Social Security
were 'being considered. Effective on January 1, 1951, an agreement
with the Marion County Department of Public Welfare provided that
the department would pay for nursing service to their clients who
received either Old Age Assistance, Aid to Dependent Children, or
Blind Assistance, providing a copy of the doctor's orders were
filed with the department after elegibillty of the patient for
nursing care had been verified. During 1959, nearly twenty-five
hundred visits were made by the visiting nurses to recipients of
funds administered by the Marion County Department of public Wel-
fare.
Since 1950, there has been a close working relationship
between the Crippled Children I s Division of the State Department
of Public Helfare and the Visiting Nurse Association, Beginning
as a conau.Ltatdon service, it has developed into a referral plan
for supervision of crippled children, living in Marion County and
Indianapolis, whose medical care has been delegated to the Depart-
merrt of public Welfare. This division does not pay for the nursing
servicej rather, they adhere to a state Wide policy of providing
~~ -~ __ . --- -- ~.--
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specialized consultation services to local pubLf.c health nurses who
give the care to these crippled children. During 1959, seventy chil-
were referred to the agency fo hr ealthdren , persons under twenty one,
guidance and nursing service.
The Cadet Nurse Training and the Emergency Infant and Mater-
n1ty Care programs, each majol' co-ope:cati ve arrangements w'; -th... govern-
mental agencies, have been described in the previous chapter.
In at least two instances the work of the visiting nurse
led to the development o:f programS supported by an of'i'icial agency.
The first began in 1925, shortly Elfter the Robert's School for
Crippled Children was founded. Three nurses were supported by the
Indianapolis Foundation to work witll crippled children. These
nurses were disturbed by the evidence that the mental capacities of
home-bound children seemed t;o compare fa.vorably with other children
in the same age range; and, s""'. d1d oot want to go to school, "hen
physically improved, because they had to be in cla ••• s with smaller
children. ThroUghOut the ye.'" between 1925 and 1940, frequent re-
te h ..,,"'d fOI' a teacher for crippled children in
renee was made of t e n~vth i ". .p 1941, the Volunteer Committee of the Councile r homes. In Mar.au o~
of Social Agencies reported to the Nuroing Se""c. Committe. of the
Public
:I. t
ion that 11'a plan for tutoring home--
Health Nursing ASsOC a
could be ~orMd out, the SchOol Board "•• willing to





Instruction of the City Board of Education had charge of the program
in the fall of 1941.
The other related to providing housekeeping aides; during
August of 1940, as a part of the works Projects Administration, the
Marion County Department of public Welfare secured a house , at 1228
Cornell street, to use as a training center for domestic helpers.
Since most of the calls f OJ:' these aides came from the Public Health
NUrsing Association, the agency was asked to help pay for the utili,,·
ties. The Board of Directors voted to pay one third of the cost for
six months; then to evaluate the nurses' relationship to the program.
No comments were found concerning an evaluation; however, in March
of 1941, the Board of DirectorS voted to extend financial assistance
to the 'ltIFA Housekeeping Aide project until July 5, 1941, when this
phase of' the program waS discontinued.
Non_official Agencies
It would be impossible to list all the clubs, churches,
societies, and organizations that have contributed supplies and
money to support the nursing service progrruB of the Viaiting Nurse
J\ssociation since its organization in 1913. Some of these organi<a-
tion. have been mentioned el.e~bere in this paper. The Woman's De-
odd maJ'or portion of "the initial funds for the
partment Club pl'OVl e a . in 1913 probably of equal dm-
Public Health Nursing Associat~on, .
O
f this groUP have continued to work w1'th and
portance, the members
for the association.
only those non_official agencies have been considered in
this
chapter whose contribu·tion was of Bufficie.nt significance to
be mentioned in the treasurer's report in the Annual Repor'ts
, and
those that were described in the Board Members' Manual. The data
in Table XIII was collected from Annual Reports. An effort was
made to show every non..official source of funds, except insurance,
that 1-TaSmentioned at least once in the report, for the period of
yea rs ind icated. For example, DiBlllondCllain and company was listed
one time, in 1917. After that, rndustrial Nursing included all re-
ceipts from industries that purchased service. In some instances
this has been a nursing service fee for care to an employee; at
other Umes, it baS been an industrial nursing service provided
wi thin a plant, on a part time basiS. In 1959 both types of in-
dustrial service was provided. Certain voluntarY agencies, like
the Little Red Door (~rion county Cancer society) and the Indiana
Chapter, Multiple sclerosiS society provided nursing service for
persons afflicted with the disease entity mentioned. other volun-
tary agencies have made grants to the Visiting Nurse Association
to be used as needed.
Since the war Cbest, which was established in 1918 to
meet the recurring deoandS of war activities (world War I) and to
. f i d'; stribution of voluntary funds, decided to
accomplish a a rer ..support the publiC Health Nursing Association, a large percentage
of the financial needs of the ....ociation baS been met through
this kind of subscription.
ThiS fund-raising organization, called
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TABLE XIII
NON-OFFICIAL AGENCIES THAT i'JERELISTED AS CONTRIBUTORS
TO VNA, AT LEAST ONCE DURING THE SPAN OF YEARS
INDICATED, IN THE TREASURER'S REPORT





Diamond Chain and Company












IndustryJames proctor Fundsummer Mission for Sick Children
1953 through 1959
AlllericanCancer Society, Marion
county Unitcerebral palsy of Central Indiana
Community ChestIndiana Chapter Multiple Sclerosis
societyIndiana Heart Foundation
Indianapolis Foundation
IndustryMarion county Heart Committee
The Little Red Door
united Fund
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the War Chest from 1918 through 1920; the Community Fund from 1921
through 1948; the Community Chest from 1949 through 1956; and, the
United Fund of Greater Indianapolis from 1956 through 1959, has in-
eluded the Visiting Nurse Association as a member agency since its
first campaign in 1918. The comparison of the percentage of receipts
from the United Fund, from fees paid by the recipient of the nursing
service, and from other sources shown in Table XIV, indicates the
important role ·theUnited Fund has had in supporting the activities
of the Visiting Nurse Association.
TABLE XIV
A COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGE OF RECEIPTS FROM FEES PAID BY
THE RECIPIENT OF 'rHE NURSING CAEE, FROM THE UNITED FUND,
AND FROM ALL OTHER SOURCES TO VNA AT 5 YEAR
INTERVALS SINCE 1915
.Total: % of total 0/0 of total % of totalYear receipts from fees for from from all
in dollars nursing care United Fund other sources
1915 9,560 2 none 98
1920 20,644 3 39 581925 32,152 3 65 321930 64,487 5 51 4·41935 541945 4 48 48
1940 55,233 9 52 391945 76,055 9 49 421950 111,865 7 54 39
1955 175,967 12 50 381959 180 ,813 34 46 20
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From the time this organized support began it has, accounted
for nearly fifty per cent of all the receipts. There has been a
steady increase in the percentage of the total receipts that were
collected from fees for nursing care. Some of this may have re-
flected the increased number of persons paying for their own care'
,
it also included fees paid by some other agency, like the Cerebral
palsy of central Indiana, in behalf of a certain patient.
The voluntary organizations that were described in the
Visiting Nurse Association Board Manual seemed significant because
the activities perfOl1l1edby these co-operating groups were described.
A recapitulation of this material from the manual included the
following:
Indiana Heart Foundation: An agreement,
made in December, 1956, provided for the founda-
tion to pay the salary and overhead, $5,500 an-
nually for one nutritionist, who conducted class-
eS in ~eight control and work simpl~fication for
the foundation and served as a nutr>tion consult-
ant to the staff and patients of the Visiting Nurse
Association.
Industry: 'l'heassociation provided nursing
service and health guidance to industrial plants
and their employees on a part time basis.
Insurance companies: Aetna Life Insurance
h d a g
roUP poliCY tbat provided nursing
company a ..'service in the bome on a ",s,t bas's. Blue CroSS-
Blue Shield had an extended benef,ts program t?"t
.d d rs).·ngservice in tbe bomes of chr.on).c
prov~ e nu -o convalescent patients released frOOl hospitals.
~ proctor Fund: A trust fund, ad-
JameS ~. ,t' 1 B k. d by the Merchant s Na ~ona an,
ID.J.nistere. ent. Through a court order, in 1941,
Trust .~~~~ton _se ASsociation was named a bene-
the V~ tg receive $1,150 -to be used 'toserve the
fic1ary o
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sick aged poor in Indianapolis during the calen-
dar year of 1942. Since that time the grant has
been made, by court order, each year.
Marion County Cancer Society: Marion
Courrty Cancer Society at first gave annual grants
to cover cost of nursing service to cancer pa-
tients, ill in their homes; the first grant, in
1949, wae for $1800. In 1956 the society began
monthly payments on a cost-per-visit basiS; the
Visiting Nurse ASSOCiation received $14,315 in
1959 from this source.
Marion County Chapter of National Founda-
tion for Infantile Paralysis: NFIP paid for nurs-
ing care and physical therapy on acute polio cases
authorized for such service; this plan became ef-
fective in 1955.
Methodist Hospital School of Nursing: An
agreement was made in 1946 to provide a six weeks
affiliation for basic students of nursing.
Mu1 tip1e Sclerosis Society: A contract was
made, in 1956, with the Visiting Nurse Association
to give nursing and physical therapy services to
multiple sclerosis patients in their homes, on a
full fee basis.
Summer Mission for Sick Children: Beginning
in 1937, the Visiting Nurse Association received a
contribution from the Summer Mission, a voluntary
organization dedicated to helping Sick, under-priv-
iledged children, to help with the pre-school clin-
ics in the Mayer Chapel area. When these clinics
were transferred to the Indianapolis Department of
Health in 1952, the money was provided for nursing
visits to sick children.
This Lrrter=r-eIatedneas of voluntary agencies as visiting
nurse services have been provided to the community was demonstrated,
when, early in 1959, the Health and Welfare Council of Indianapolis
and Marion County set up a Home Care Appraisal Committee, for the
purpose of evaluating a proposal for a demonstration of organized
home care. 'I'he Visiting Nurse Association vas considered the logi-
cal place to start a survey, since its service already involved
care to patients in their own homes.39
Professional Organizations
Prompted by the Chicago Visiting NUrse Association, early
in 1912, the American Nurses' Association and the National League
for Nursing Education named a joint committee to consider methods
for developing national standards for the rapidly-growing visiting
nurse movement. This committee, with Lillian D. Wald as chairman
and Mary S. Gardner as secretary, invited agencies employing public
health nurses to send representatives to the conventions held in
Chicago during June of 1912. The response vas enthusiastic. As a
result, the National Organization for Public Health Nursing came
into being. It was not composed solely of nurses; rather there
were three kinds of membership: corporate (agency), individual
(active public health nurses), and associate (non-public health
40nurses and lay persons).
Mrs. Peter F. Bryce, who was the same Abbie Hunt Bryce
that signed incorporation papers for the public Health Nursing
39A Survey of Patients of the Visiting Nurse Association
of Indianapolis with Unmet Medical and Social Needs, March 9,
1959 (Indianapolis, Ind.: Health and Welfare Council of Indiana-
polis and Marion County, 1959), (Mimeographed) p , 1.
40Roberts, op. cit., pp. 83-105
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Association of Endd.anapoLfs in 1913, attended this meeting in
Chicago and returned to Indianapolis more zealous than before in
her efforts to organize a visiting nurse service in her own commun-
ity. From its beginning in January of 1913, the Public Health l'Jurs··
ing Association has been guided by the standards developed by the
National Organization of Public Health Nursing. Miss Ella Phillips
Crandall, executive secretary of the National Organization of public
Health Nursing visited Indianapolis as a luncheon guest of the Cham-
ber of Commerce in 1914; it was reported to the Board of the Public
Health Nursing Association that she gave a "comprehensive talk on
public health nursing".
The Annual Report, each year, listed the Public Health
Nursing Association as a corporate member since 1921, through 1952.
Much of the guidance provided by the Natj.onal Organization of public
Health Nursing was collected in a manual,
41Curriculum Guide.
The Public ~~lth Nursing
One copy of the gUide, found in the Visiting
Nurse Association reading room, was carefully underscored wit,hmar-
ginal notes that explained how the public Health Nursing Association
in Indianapolis had met these goals.
During 1952, a reorganization of the structure of a national
nursing organizations was completed, and the National League for
Nursing emerged as the organization that f:lrovidedcorporate membership
4~he Public Health Nursing Curriculum Guide (New York: N,Y.:
National Organizationfor-public Health Nursing, 1942), pp. 186-190.
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for visiting nurse associations, as ·He11as for hosp:i.tals,and for
schools of nursing. The Visiting Nurse Association of Indianapolis
has been an agency member each year since 1952. This relationship
has provided specific services such as a cost analysis of the various
nursing services offered by the Visiting NUrse Association in 1956;
an approval of the agency as a placement center for students from
both basic nursing programs and advanced nUTsing programs in 1957;
and, counseling regarding proposed changes in public health nurs-
ing affiliation programS in 1959· Also, the executive director
receives copies of reports in research pertinent to visiting nurse
organizations, to personnel policies, to salary scales, and of new
programs in other parts of tbe united states.
All employeeS bave been encouraged to maintain membership
in the "",eric
an
Nurses' ASsociation, an organization, limited to
nurse membership, tbat is concerned with legislation affecting
nurses, with providing placement service and professional counsel-
ing to its members, snd with developing economiC security measures
consistent "ith the c_unity in "hicb each nurse "orks.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
The Visiting Nurse Association of Indianapolis was organ--
ized in January, 1913, as the public Health Nursing Association,
to provide graduate registered nurses to give nursing care to
the sick person, in his home. The purpose of this paper has
been to present an historical account of the activities of the
Visiting Nurse Association from 1913 through 1959. The chief
source of data was the Annual Reports of the Visiting Nurse
Association for each year since 1913, stored in the reading
room of that organization, as well as the Indiana state Library;
and, the minutes of the meetings of the Executive Board and Nurs-
ing Service Committee of the Visiting Nurse Association. These
minutes had been riled in the executive director's office. Since
1930, both the Executive Board and the Nursing Service Committee
have met at regular intervals and kept minutes of the discussions
and decisions. Prior to 1930, some minutes were kept; however,
it was difficult to discern a regular pattern for these meetings,
with the exception that each committee included a detailed report
of its activities once each year for the Annual Board Meeting.
Student records, stored in the office of the educational
director, were used to study the student program. Of the nearly
twenty-five hundred records of students in the agency from 1921
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through 1959, summaries of nine hundred and sixty-five student re-
cords were pulled at random for study. The data, from all sources,
were collected and organized chronologically into three major areas:
nur-sd.ngservice, educational program, and relationships ·toother
community agencies.
The kinds of nursLng care that has been provided to families
in Marion County have varied from simple inspections of sanitary con-
ditions to the skilled techniques used when nursing the acutely ill.
In the early years, from 1913 through 1920, nursing service provided
by the Public Health Nursing Association was dependent on the em-
ployment of a qualified superintendent who met the criteria set up
by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. When this was accomplish-
ed, late in 1914, most of the nursing care was given to acutely ill
persons and to maternity patients, who, as policyholders of the in-
surance company, qualified for care in their home which was paid for
by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.
During the middle years, 1921 through 1950, the Public
Health Nursing Association established itself as a part of the
communi ty. Collaboration viith other agencies, interested in pro-
viding nursing care to the patient in his home, became an accepted
practice. Hourly nursing, in which fees were collected from the
recipient of the nursing care, or from some one in his behalf, in-
creased. This period also saw a shift in emphasis from maternity
care toward therapeutic nUrsing which was continued into the recent
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years. In 1930 over 50 per cent of all visits were to maternity
patients; while, in 1959, less than 20 per cent of all visits were
to maternity patients. For ·thesame period, in 1930, about 35 per
cent of all visits provided therapeutic, or direct bedside care;
while, in 1959, around 65 per cent of all visits were for bedside
nursing.
Nursing service in the recent years, 1951 through 1959,
has been influenced by the withdrawal of contracts that provided
for payment of care to holders of certain Metropolitan Life In-
surance and John Hancock Life Insurance policies; to an increased
number of chron1.cally-ill patients requiring nursing care in their
homes; to an increased use of the interdisciplinary approach in
solving nursing care problems; and, to the need to provide nursing
service to residents of the entire county.
In 1921, several schools for training nurses began to
use the Public Health Nursing Association as a field placement
center for their students. During the years, from 1921 through
1959, ten schools of nursing have had students affiliating for
visiting nurse experience. Students have spent from as little
as six weeks to as much as six months in the agency: no effort
vas made to evaluate the difference in the kind of program pro-
vided for t.hedifferent period of time spent in the agency. Re-
cords indicated that the Visiting Nurse Association was delegated
full responsibility for teaching theory and principles of public
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health nursing until in 1955, when more formal co-operative planning
began. By 1959, each of the three schools assigning students for
clinical experience also assigned their own faculty member to be
responsible for teaching theory and content as well as for super-
vising the quality of the performance of the students.
The trend toward accentuating the educational experience
of the student rather than exploiting her service potential during
the public health affiliation has paralleled the struggle for nursing
to break from the traditions of an apprenticeship into a true pro-
fessional status that has permeated each area of nursing education.
During 1939, there were one hundred and two students working in the
agency, the largest number for any year for which a record was found.
This was more than twice as many students as have had experience each
year, since 1950. If no other factor were used to measure the quan--
tity of service, it would seem logical to believe that student nurses
provided less service for the Visiting Nurse Association in 1959 than
in 1939. Further research into the quality and depth of the experiences
provided during the public health nursing affiliation might be perti-
nent to the student program.
Relationships with other community agencies have been an
integral part of the Visiting Nurse Association activities in prov rd-
ing nursing care for the sick in their homes. These interactions
have varied from the simple loan of a room for a teaching center to
the complicated budget prepal'ed yearly for the United Fund of Greater
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Indianapolis. Each of these collaborative efforts has been concerned
with some phase of securing more adequate care for the home-bound
patient. These relationships seemed to occur with four major types
of agencies. One of these was the interaction with insurance com-
paniesj another was the nursing problems that involved tax supported,
or official agencies; the third related to the solution of the pro-
blem with the assistance of non-offiCial, or voluntary agencies;
and last, the use of professional organizations as advisors and con-
sUltants.
The Visiting Nurse Association of Indianapolis has expanded
its services and its staff to cope with the changing nursing needs
in a growing urban area. It has used community resources effective-
ly to solve the financial problems that were concomitant with this
expansion. It has helped implement the responsibility inherent in
a profession for transferring a body of knowledge to its practi-
tioners. It has been a dynamic, voluntary organization, fully
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printed leaflets. Two or three reports were mimeographed sheets
describing activities of the organization. These reports are
available at the Indiana State Library.
A Survey of Patients of the Visiting Nurse Association of Indiana-
polis With Unmet Medical and-social Needs, MarCh 9, 1959.
Indianapolis, Ind.: Health and Welfare Council of Indiana-
polis and Marion County, 1959. 9 pp. (Mimeographed).
This study appraised the case load of the Visiting Nurse
Association to determine the need for additional services for the
home-bound patient.
Butler, Raymond S. A Layman's View of the Professional Nursing
Shortage in-Indiana. Bloomington, Indiana: Bureau of
Institutional Research, Indiana University, 1959. 23 pp.
(Mimeographed) •
A study that suggested that the chief problem in financing
nurse education might be due to inability to recognize the difference
between an education and an apprenticeship for nurses.
Criteria for the Evaluation of Educational Programs in Nursing
- LeadIng to a Diploma: New York, N.Y.: National League
for Nursing: 1958. 32 pp , (Mimeographed).
A curriculum deSign suitable for a self-evaluation by
nursing schools that anticipate accreditation.
Haml; Marietta F., ed. Plays and Days. Indianapolis, Ind.:
The public Health Nursing ASSOCiation, 1938. Not paginated.
A collection of narratives and skits, written by a group of
nurses Over a period of years between 1924 and 1938, used by the
Public Health Nursing Association in the celebration of their
twenty--:f'ifthanniversary.
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Halderman, Jack C. Elements of Progressive Patient Care. Washing-ton, D. C.; United states Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, 1959. 87 pp~
A. d1liJculu;!.on of special care units, inel.ud1ng a home nure::i.ng
care program" developed by hospitals to 'better lltl1ize professional
and anci.llary workers.
Ho~pita~s and public Health Nursing Serviee~ Plan B@tter patient
Care. New York, N. Y.: Nationa~ League for-Nursing, 1957.
39 pp.
Pr1nc:i.plesof referral, as they relate to patients moving
back and forth be tween the hospital and their homes, are discussed,
with considerable attention paid to the role of nursing service
administrat,ors, in the hospital, for this fUnction.
Interim Report. New York, N. Y.: Associated Rospi tal Service ofNew York, 1955. 23 pp.
The report of a pilot study concerning the feasibility of'
providing nursing service to Associated Hospital subscribers through
visiting nurse agencies. The Associated Hospital Service of New
York administers the Blue Cross pre-payment program in New York.
Letter, Janet Davis, execut.Lve secrete.ry, District 5, Indiana state
Nurses' Association to Charlotte Akins, December 2, 1958.
This letter listed the private duty nurses fee schedule for
the Marion County area, from 1933 through November, 1958.
Minutes of Executive Board. r.rhe PUblic Health Nursing Association.
19l3-l94r. --
Minutes of Executive Board. The Visiting Nurse Association.
1947-1959.
Minutes of Nursing Service Committee. The Public Health Nursing
--- As soc iation-:---1913 -1946 •
Minutes of Nursing Service Committee. The Visiting Nurse Associa-
~ion. 1947-1959.
'rheminutes of t.hetwo committees had been filed in nine
loose leaf note books that were stored in the office of the executive
director of the Visiting Nurse Association. Early minutes were
vH'itten in long hand; more recently the recordings have been typed.
These minutes were the most reliable SOurce of data used in this
paper.
Nurses For A Growing Nation.
for Nursing, 1957.
New York, N. Y.:
31 pp ,
National League
This pamphlet shows, in graphical form, the current and
projected need for nurses by regions in United States. The
greatest shortage was among nUrses who were adequately 9repared













HISTORICAL DATA OF THE VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
Mrs. Abbie Hunt Bryce, first superintendent of nurses at
Indianapolis General Hospital, saw a need for nursing
care for persons in their homes.
Public Health Nursing Association of Indianapolis was
duly incorporated under Indiana Law, January 4, 1913.
FiTst visiting nurse was appointed. Marion County Gradu-
ate Nurse Association paid for the incorporation costs
and the salary of the nurse for one month. Woman's De-
partment Club furnished balance of operating costs for
1913·
One dollar, $5.00, $100.00 and Life Memberships were
solicited. The Board also gave silver teas, operated a
do,mtown lunch room for one week, etc., in efforts to
supplement income.
The Public Health Nursing Association initiated a school
nursing program.
There were nine nurses on the staff; four were paid by
Children'S Aid Association for infant care, an important
phase of early public health nursing and the fore-runner
of well baby clinics.
First World War and influenza epidemic increased the
need for nursing service. Auxiliaries were formed to
help with loan closet and other volunteer work.
public Health Nursing Association joined War Chest
which later developed into Community Chest, Inc. The
Association's Annual Report read "No more pink teas or
civic markets".
The first automobile (Ford Touring) was purchased at a
cost of $593.00. The AssOciation instituted follow-up
seI~ice of patients attending prenatal clinic and out-
patient delivery service by Indianapolis City Hospital.
The teaching center was established at the Jewish Federa-














The Abbie Runt Bryce Fund was inaugurated in honor of th
founder of the ASsociatiOD. Tbe AnDiversary Day Endowm €
Fund was started. eDt
The.DivisiOn of Cbild Hygiene was created in the Indianapohs Board of Health. The work done for Children's Aid
Association by the public Health Nursing Association was
turned over to this division.
A crippled children's survey and services was undertaken
wi th a grant from the Indianapolis Foundation.
Twenty-siX nurses were employed.
Special training was given six nurses in tbe bome care of
crippled children through the Abbie Hunt Bryce Fund.
A twenty-four bour mgternity delivery service was started.
A service for adult handicapped persons waS started with
a grant from the Indianapolis Foundation.
prenatal classes were started.
The teaching center was closed.
The depression reduced the sa].aries of tbe entire staff by
22 per cent.
Preschool conferences (sillli].arto ~ell baby clinic) were
started on funds r- the S_er lIission for Sick Children.
Thirty-two nurses were employed. Graduate nurse students
from Indiana university, BloomingtoU, were accepted for
field work.The twenty-four hOur maternity delivery service was dis-
continued. prenatal
lIorld War 11 reduced s",rf to twenty-seven.
classes were discontinued.
part-time industrial nursing vss started.
_ lto Nursing AssociatiOn waS changed to
Name of publ~c Rea ti of Indianapolis, Inc.
Visiting Nurse Associa ont'OD financed twO cars, bringing
The IndianapoliS FoundS.). d cars to seven.
total number of agency-o;me
102
The first grant for nursing service was received from the
Marion County Cancer Society.
1951 The Marion County Department of Public Welfare began pay-
ing for nursing care for clients ill in their homes.
The Association accepted an agreement with Veterans Adminis-
tration to p:covide nursing service on a visit basis for
veterans ill in their homes.
1952 The first licensed practical nurse was employed.
A continuity of patient care program was started at Metho-
dist Hospital.
1953 'l'heMetropolitan and John Hancock Life Insurance Companies
discontinued nursing services, on a national basis,thu8
cancelling contracts in effect since 1915 and 1925 r'e-
spect1vely.
The Abbie Hunt Bryce Fund started paying tuition of VisH-
ing Nurses taking I. U. Extension courses.
1954 Nursing service was extended to cover all of Marion County.
All preschool conferences were turned over to Division of
public Health.
1955 A full-time physical therapist was employed through a grant
from the United Cerebral Palsy Association.
Classes for Expectant Parents, on pay baSiS, were started.
The Health and Hospital Corporation of Marion County signed
an agreement to pay V.N.A. for nursing care provided to
patients under medical care of the Indianapolis General
Hospital.
Follow--up service of patients attending prenatal clinics
of Indianapolis General Hospital was taken over by Division
of PUblic Health.
'['heNational Foundation for Infantile ParalysiS began pay-
ing for visits made to acute polio cases in their homes.
1956 A full-time nutritionist was employed in co-operation with
Indiana Heart Foundation.
A school health service was started at Indiana School for the
Blind.
IJ
The Association instituted a program to follow up
patients discharged from Indiana Central Hospital.
The Multiple Sclerosis Society assumed payment for
care of multiple sclerosis patients.
1957 A continuity of patient care program was started at
st. Vincent's and Community Hospitals.
The Community Chest Agencies joined the United Fund
of Greater Lndf.anapo Lf.s, Inc.
1958 The professional staff included thirty registered
nurses and four licensed practical nurses, making





PRESIDENTS OF THE BOARD



















Mrs. Robert S. Ii'letcher
Mrs. Robert M. Bryce
Mrs. William P. Hapgood
Mrs. Henry B. Heywood
Mrs. William. H. Insley
Mrs. Henry B. Heywood
Mrs. Ethel P. Clark
Mrs. Frederick R. Kautz
Mrs. Benjamin D. Hitz
Mrs. Donald A. Morrison
Mrs. Montgomery S. Lewis
Mrs. Marlow W. Manion
Mrs. Charles J. Lynn
Mrs. John H. Roberts, Jr.
Mrs. John W. Lee
Mrs. Frances Terrell Dobbs






























OF THE VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
Year Location
1913 214 Hume Mansur Building, 23 East Ohio Street
1916 91-2 Baldwin Block, 155 East Market Street
1925 323 Indiana pythian Building, 216 Massachusetts Avenue
1929 801 Majestic Building, 47 South Pennsylvania Street
1940 401 Doctor's Building, 224 North Meridian Street
(The exact date could not be determined. A supervisor
stated she knew the move occured between 1938 and 1942)





FORMS USED TO SUMMARIZE STUDENT EXPERIENCE
Copies of each kind of record on which student summaries
ve re found have been included in APpendix E. Each has been marked,
in the lower left corner, with t,heyear in which it was first used.
The earliest summary sheet, printed on both sides, was also used
for the employee'S record. The first side of this printed form,
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INDIANAPOLIS PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING ASSOCIATION
SUMMARY OF INTRODUCTORY PERIOD
NAME SCHOOL










Heal th Supv. Infant
" " School
II " Preschool
" " AdultNot found
Not home
Not taken up --Am. Settlement-Home

















Introduction-Bag demonstration -Maternity Care-Demo Infants Bath
General Care-Partial Care-Dressing ----.........-
Ante Partum -- Follow-up -----
CHARTING STAFF MEE'l'INGS
'Return Bag Demonstration
n Dem. Infants Bath




Orthopedic Nursing RF.FERRED 'llO:Community Resources
School Pre-school Nursing
public Health Nursing -----(1930)
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INDIANAPOLIS PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING ASSOCIATION
SUMMARY OF COURSE
NAME SCHOOL Date begj"n
end
VISITS - (Number) VISITS Supervised by


















Claas-Conference·-Demonstration Date -- Date
Introduction, Bag Technique The meaning of l:Iealth
General Nursing-Surgical Nursing Child Training
Maternity and Infant Care M. L. & J. H. NUl:'eing
Follow-up Communicable DiSease
Records, Value of Orthopedic
Return, Maternity and Infant Tuberculos~
Evaluation of Nursing Visit public Health NUl:'eing
Community Resources Ante Partum
School and Pre-school Case Studies
Special AS8ignmel:l.ts
Other Activities Date Obs. Assigned t ObsDa e .School, Kindergarten Prenatal Clinic -


















Post Natal NursingPost partum welfar;e---t-----r----+--+---I-------








Introductory Talk ---------~----The Development of Public
Dem. Gen. & Surgical Nursing HealthTalk on Ma.ternity Care General Co-:'nnf-e-r-e-n-c-e------I----
Dem. Maternity and Infant Care communicable Disease Nag.
Dem. Follow-uP T. B. Nursing t---
General conference Trends in P.H. Nursing
Return Demonstration General Conference '---1---
Monthly post Sheets pre_Schoal-School Age--+---
M.L. & J.H. Ins. Co. The Meaning of Health
Further Work on Charting and Value Holy Trinity-Demon.Sc~h-.--~--
of Records Orthopedic Nursing
Explanation of Criteria General Conference·--------I-----
General Conference Papers-case studies or
Community Resources Anniversary DaysAnte Partum Examination - 1hou-r----~---
Delivery Set-up Gen. Conf. & Finishing--+---
Child Training of Records
Date Date
School, Kindergarten. ----------+---~community Houae ----~,Nursery Social Service Exchange~~ _







INDIANAPOLIS VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
SUMMARY OF COURSE FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS
NAME SCHOOL DATE: BEGINNI~G
ENDING
CLASSES-CONFERENCES-DEMONSTRATIONS- Date
Introductory Talk Social Case Work
Bag Technique Social Case Work
Demonstration Med. & Surgical Social Case Work
Talk on Maternity General Conference
Conference -General Conference
Dem. New Born Care General Conference
Dem. post-partal Care Examination
Insurance Finish Records etc.
Home Visit EvalUation -
General conference SPECIAL ACTIVITIES Date Time
Charting and value of Records Community House
Ante-partal nursing Child Hygiene
Preparation for Delivery Ante-partal Clinic
Community Resources Social Service Ex.-
General Conference Pre-school Conf. -
Discussion of Comm. Disease
Communicable Disease Dem. Tuberculosis Clinic
Orthopedic Nursing Industrial Clinic -
'ruberculosis Nursing Riley Hospital
School Nursing Dem. state Bd. of Health
General Conference Nurses Comm. -













































BAG TECHNIQUEDEM. GEN. & SURGICAL NURSING
TALK ON MATERNITY
GENERAL CONFERENCE
DEM. NEW BORN CARE




EXPLANATION HOME VISIT EVAL.
AND SUMMARY OF COURSE
CHARTING AND VALUE OF RECORDS
COMMUNITY RESOURCES
FOLLOW-UPGENERAL CONFERENCE












SCHOOLLD DEMONSTRATIONS SUPERVISED BY VISITS
RETURN X ASSIGNED




TALK OF COMM. DISEASE
COMMUNICABLE DIS. NURSING





PAPERSCASE STUDY OR OTHER
FINISHING RECORDS ETC.
ES OBSERVED OR ASSI TED WITH
_-+-_.:.::NAME:=.:::::._DATE TIME
SUMMARY
cial Activities Visits Total
119
- _,:,
Name School Dates - From ToNo.visits No .visits No.visits No.visits



















VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION OF INDIANAPOLIS
SUMMARY OF COURSE GRADUATE STUD~NT
TOTAL VISITS
Classes _ Conferences Date Date
Introduction General ConferenceBag Technique Child Training -J.. _
General and Surgical Care Orthopedic NursingTalk on Maternity Preschool and Scho-o-::-l----=C~h-::'i-:::-l..",.d--ll--
General conference-- Communicable Disease Nursin
Newborn Care General Conference ~----
Post partum Care Social Case Work~--------~-----
Charting and Value of Record Tuberculosis Nursing' --l----
Evaluating a Home Visit Examination------=~---=------~-----Summary of Course Case Study or Other Paper
General Conference General conference --f-----
Community Resources Special ConferenceAnte Partal Care General Conference--------~~----
preparation for Delivery Finish Records--------------11-----
Conference Conference______-----------4------
Social work Social Case Work
Name Date Time Name Date Time
Planned Parenthood Crossroads____--------4---~------
palsy Clinic Social Service EX.----~---+-----
Occupational Nursing Heart Clinic~----~--~---+-----PP Clinic Expectant Mothers Clas, 4------
Goodwill Industries ~---+-----+-----------------------+--~~-----
Tuberculosis Clinic ~---+-----r-----------------------+--~-------
Child Hygiene Clinic'~~ __-4 -+---------------------+---4------
state Board of Health
Special Activities Observe or Assisted With
Hours
Special Activities Time Total Time Visit TimeReading Time
lC:'U
VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION OF INDIANAPOLIS
SUMMARY OF STUDENT EXPERIENCE
SCHOOL DATES: FromToNAME
NO. NO. VISITS NO. NO.
TYPE OF VISIT VISITS RETURN
VISITS VISITS





















Classes and Conferences Date Time Name
Date Time












Conference -------- -~ ----=- ---
Name a




D t T' N
D t Tim
Reading Time special Activities Ti~e
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